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This har..-,00k examines trends and issues in
rural education whiCh are confronting state legisla-
tures throughout the nation. The inescapable fact that
the responsibility for resolving rural education prob-
lems rests upon the states prompted the writing of this
legislator's guide.

In part. this growing state involvement in rural
education is a natural consequence of a constitutional
system which designates education as a state, rather
than a federal or local, responsibility. Yet, it is also an
outgrowth of the realization that local communities
often cannot and the federal government apparently
will not marshal the resources necessary to correct
past problems or fulfill existing potentials in rural
school systems.

. There are four additional' factors which have
spurred the reemergence of rural education as a
significant legislative concern in many states:

First, the recent enactment of major education
reforms, especially regarding school finance and
organization, by many state legislatures:
Second, the incr94 in efforts by disadvantaged
populations).wrtrch are.pf ten disproportionately
rural) to seek legislatiye redress to existing
discriminatory and/or inequitable educational
policies andpractices:
Third, the growing awareness on the part of both
local citizens and state legislators that past legis-
lative initiatives in rural education (for example.
mandatory school consolidation and district
reorganization laws) often have not had the
beneficial effects intended' and
Fourth, the knowledge that in many states the
rural population is growinc as fast or faster than
the urban population, thus ensuring that rural
schools and districts will continue to be a major
education constituency.
In response to this heightened legislative interest,

the Legislators' Education Action Project of the National
Conference of State Legislatures and the Education
Division of the National Rural. Center have produced a
handbook on rural education which is geared to the
research needs of state legislators and their staffs.

INTRODUCTION.
Thinking Rural:

Guidelines for State
Legislative Action

The fundamental purpose of this NCSL-NRC hand-
book is to provide state legislators with the informa-
tion they need both to better understand the rural
implications of 'statewide education reforms and tO
consider new legislation designed to solve rural
education problems.

Subsequent chapters discuss the curient status
of America's rural schools and present a range of
legislative alternatives in several key areas. Yet, while
the enactment of these specific reforms can help
resolve many of the problems facing rural educational
systems, state legislatures must also make a broader
continuing commitment both to consider the rural
impacts of statewide legislation and to enact new
legislation aimed at revitalizing rural education.

Each of tne following chapters implicitly em-
bodies some guidelines for state legislative reforms.
No guidelines (or policy standards) are absolute and
unvarying. Still, proposed reforms which run directly
counter to these guidelines are unlikely to produce
lasting and significant benefits for rural schools.
whereas reforms consistent with them (while not
assured of success) will at least i-Jot be crippled from
the start.

The five basic guidelines regarding rural school
reform are as follows:

1. The primacy of local circumstance must
be respected. Rural America may well represent the
single most diverse and heterogeneous group of in-
dividuals and communities in our society. Thus. the
notion of an educational pemaceathat is, "one
best" reform strategy which is applicable and effec-
tive throughout rural Americais' ludicrous. Any
reform strategy which seeks to circumvent local tradi-
tions values, beliefs and capabilities, rather tlian
building upon them, is bound to fail.

This guideline is particularly relevant to the
establishment e' reassessment of state educational
standards. Instead of creating highly detailed and
rigid standards which are equally applicable to huge
city schools and tiny rural ones. this guideline sug-
gests that it would be far more sensible to promote
mere general standards which encourage flexible and
diverse strategies for their achievement.



2. The linkages between school and com-
munity must be expanded and the bonds between
them strengthened. Schools have been and con-
tiritiv! lei absolutely vital as community institutions.
0.s well ac educational Ones. in rural areas Reforms

intentionally Cu' restrict the link-
.:yeaken the bonds between the school and

r.,: community are highly counterproductive. In rural
trews scnools need the community to supplement

and e 'tend their efforts. while the community needs
the scnool 00th as a source of community identify and

a reinforcement of the community s child-rearing
practices This active interdependence between corn-
munity and school is one Of the key attributes of rural
education Reforms which sacrifice this relationship
have a markedly detrimental effect on all parties
concerned

3. The balance between outside regulation
and .local control must become more equitable.
Rt_Iral school systems have been, are and doubtless
nil continue to be both dependent upon outside assis-

tance; and subtect to outside regulation Yei. the fact
remains that state and federal assistance to rural
schoois has been somewhat scarce and tight-fisted,
write mandates and regulations have often been both
abundant and heavy-handed. As a consequence of
haying only subsistence-level sources, coupled with
a plethora of detailed state and federal requirements,
the whole meaning of local control is rural America
has become trivialized. Reforms whict-. do not redress
this existing imbalance. or which serve to atrophy
local cOntrol, or which expand outside dominance, or
which treat rural districts like welfare cases rather
than equal partners in the educational enterprise, are
of no help in the quest for rural school improvement.

4. Structural reforms and substantive reforms
must be treated as separate and distinct issues.
For too long. education officials and rural school
reformers have artifically linked needed substantive
improvements with their own agendas for rural struc-
tural reform. By arguing that increased student achieve-
ment. better teachers. or an improved curriculum
were entirely contingent upon school consolidation,

-district reorganization or some other desired organi-
zational alteration, these policy makers unnecessarily
corrfused the relevant issues, encouraged false
expectations, and most importantly, diverted critically
important attention, assistance and resources away
from the continuing need to upgrade the quality of
existing rural schools. Structural issues and substan-
tive issues are each important in their own right.
ReformS which attempt to manufacture relationships
between these two sets of issues,"or which hold one
set of improvements in abeyance until the other set
has been accomplished, do a real disservice to rural
schools and school children.

5. Reform efforts must capitalize upon the
strengths, as well as correct the deficiencies, of
rural schools. Historically, reformers have either
disparaged the advantages inherent in smallrural
community schools or have taken them for granted.

a result, these advantage'.; havf:x often remained
undeveloped potentials rather than fatly utilized
component; of the school prograrit 'Reformers'
analyses ni rur,lj schools c)enerally have been stn
harsh and disaporoyiog that they have triggered a
self-fult 'ling negative prophecy in many rural com-
munities. Trying to make rutalpeople feel defensive
and demoralized about thee; schools has not proven to
be a very productive strategy for inducing beneficent
educational changes Thus reforms which do not
explicitly acknowledge both the potential for and the
tact of excellence in existing rural schools on addition
to seeking remedies to current problems) will serve
only to alienate and discourage the community, and
thereby, reduce their own chances for success.

At present, there is a firm basis for believing that
successful and beneficial rural school reforms can be
achieved. Most rural schools have the capacity io
become excellent and effective community institu-
tions. Realizina this potential is by no means impos-
sible It requires only the combination of local initiative.
external assistance. creativity, and the will to provide
rural children with the best education possible

State legislatures have a key role to play in the
revitalization of America's rural schools. In fact, it can
be argued that state legislatures are the last and best
hope for improving rural education in the United
States. Thus, the opportunity to aid rural schools and
school districts is one which legis'atbrs can.. and
should, embrace.

Accepting this opportunity iequires legislators to
undertake a more-detailed investigation of their state's
problems and potential than has been common in thi,-;
past. Although this state-by-state analysis is unavail-
able, there are some general trends and strategies in
rural education today which have some degree of
applicability across the country. Addressing this set of
key national issues in rural education is the purpose of
this NCSL -NRC handbook.

More specifically, this report is divided into the
following five chapters.

Chapter 1 provides an overview of rural America
and its schools in terms of a variety of demographic,
economic and educational factors:

Chapter 2 examines the issue of school and
school district organization in sparsely populated
areas. with an emphasis on the consolidation move-
mEit:

Chapter 3 explores several school-finance
issues which have particular relevance for rural areas
of the United States:.

Chapter 4 presents background information on
personnel issues in rural education, such as teacher
salaries and training programs: and

Chapter 5 examines the issues surrounding the
delivery of educational services and the development
of educational programs which are 'appropriate in
rural communities.
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What do an island village off the coast of.Maine.
a coal-mining town in West Virginia, a ranching area in
Wyoming. a college town in Minnesota. an impoverished
community in the Mississippi delta region. a ski-resort
section in Vermont. a migrAnt-worker settlement in
Texas, an Alaskan native village near the Arctic
Circle, and a prosperous grain-farming area in Iowa
all have in common? Not much, except that hey are
all classified as rural areas of the United States.

Indeed-. diversity is the cornerstone of rural
America There are often substantial differences
among rural comrnunities (in terms of economic base,
socioeconomic characteristics. political traditions.
community values, etc,) within the -same -state or
region. This, in turn, makes simplistic stereotypes and
uniform policies seem all the more inapproprite.'

Given the enormous range of communities,
people and circumstances which together complise
rural America, the meaning of "ruralness" can be
rather elusive. Beyond the fact of diversity. defining
rural America is further. .complicated by attitudinal dif-
ferences. In a' town of 400, residents, the "rural
people are the ones living some distance outside the
town. Yet, in the county seat having 4,000 residents.
the people in the small town are considered rural.
Similarly, the citizens in the county seat are thafght of
as rural by people in the state capital, And finally, by
the standards of people living in New York City, Los
Angeles or other large cities, the residents of many
state capitals would be thought of as rural. The point
here is simply that "ruralness." like beauty, lies in the
eyes of the beholder.

These inherent difficulties have not discouraged
repeated efforts by sociologists, demographers,
policy makers, and other interested parties to forge a
sensible 'definition of "rural." We know, of course,
that rural communities are characterized by' a smal:
'population and a low population density. However,
since "ryfal" is a relative term, all population- and
density-blised definitions are suggestive rather than

'absolute.
The two most popular definitions ot-iikal

America reflect this arbitrariness. Both are popula-
tion-based and both define rural America in terms of

1.
IF YCU'VE SEEN ONE

RURAL COMMUNITY . . YOU
HAVEN'T SEEN THEM ALL

what it is not rather than what it is Thus. the Census
Bureau carefully defines urban (essentially ail pLices
having a population of 2.500 or more) and then cias-
sifies all that remains es rural. Similarly, dembqraphers
and statisticians have established complex criteria for
identifying Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(SMSAs) and then designate everyone and everyplace
not meeting the criteria as nonmetropolitan (see
figure 1).

Although these two categories are the only ones
commonly used to collect data on rural America. it
must be 'understood that neither is consistent wii
prevailing impressions of rural life. For example, the
census definition of rural includes more than 16 mil-
lion people living within SMSAs while excluding more
than 26 million people living outside the boundaries of
any metropolitan area.' Thus, a residential enclave
with a popula:ion of 2.000 located 15 miles away from
a city is "rural in census calCulations, while a com-
munity of 2,600 people located hundreds of miles
from any metropolitan area is considered io be
"urban." On the other hand, the basic problem with
the "nonmetropolitan" definition is that it inclUdes
some places having up to 50,000 residentsa popu-
lation concentration far higher than one normally
Thinks of as rural.

As figure 2 reveals, this concern about defini-
tions is more than academic. Depending upon the
definition used. America's 1970 rural population
ranged from 37,5 million to" 65.1 million. This repre-
s'enteo .'ror. 18.5 percent to 32 percent of the total
United States-population ih 1970.

One final note on definitions. Although they are
equally arbitrary. density-based definitions of -rural"
may be appropriate and useful to legislators and
policy makers in some,states. Certainly, they illustrate
some striking differences in settlement patterns (see
figures 3 and 4). According to,census data, urban
population density averaged 2.760 people per square
mile (including a figure of 67,808 per square mile in
Manhattan), while rural population density averaged
15 people per square mile:,

Still, aggregate national statistics do not ade-
quately reflect the enormous variance in the size and
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Figure 2

U.S. RURAL POPULATION, BY. DEFINITION, 1970

37.5

Rural
Nonmetropolitan

49.4
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65.1
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53.9

Census Census Combination
Rural Nonmetropolitan Rural

SOURCE U S !Q;*0 L-. ;r.5 0! ,01,t.11,7110n- ',b.; Ch.or.ict,,hc, th, PM, 'Irmo Vf.,,t,,,,q!,), C S.; CI,vf.rnrm.nt Print,' (Phu tv1.1,
intl Ab, rail of tn, 11.1.1,,,,,,,;:rr1 DC US Crfo,,,,,,r1t , !,,),
NOTE: Rural Nonmetropolitan. All farms, open countryside and places of less than 2,500.residents outside SMSAs."
This is the most restrictive definition (18.5 percent of total U.S. population in 1970).
Expanded Rural Nonmetropolitan. All farms, open countryside and places of less than 10,000 residents outside
SMSAs." This definition is used occasionally in congressional legiSlation (24.9 percent of total U.S. population in
1970).

Census Rural. "All farms, open countryside and places of less than 2,500 residents, both within and outside of
SMSAs." This, in simplified terms, is the U.S. Census Bureau's definition (26.5 percent of total U.S. population in
1970).

Census Nonmetropolitan. All farms, open countryside and places of less than 50,000 residents outside SMSAs."
This distinction (rather than .urbanrural) is'increasingly used for analytic purposes (31.4 percent of total U.S. popu-
lation in 1970). ,

Combination Rural. "Census rural defigition plus all nonmetropolitan plaCes between 2,500 and 10,000." Though
rarely used now, this definition is both the most permissive and in many respects the most reasonable (30 percent
of total U.S. population in 1970).
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significance of the rural population at the state level.
For example. Pernsyivania has more than three mil-
lion rural residents, while Nevada has fewer than
100,000 Alt': 67 8 nornent of..Vermont's popula-
tion live' ;. only 12.9 percent of
Rhod. is rural. Two states
(W no SMSAs at all. and in
2C the population lives in
no' et, there are 12 states in
whicr :. residents constitute less-than
20 percent of the total population. California 'is an
interesting case in that it has more rural residents
(nearly two million) than 40 other states, yet they com-
prise less than 10 percent of its total population
(making California the least rural of 50 states).

Statistics on population density also demon-
strate the tremendous disparities among states. At the
extremes, Alaska averages one citizen per square
mile; while New.Jersey.has.953 As figures .3 and 4
reveal. the western states have the lowest population-
density ratios, but there are 33 states which average
fewer than 100 people per square mile. Table 1 pre-
sents a detailed state-by-state comparison of these
rural population statistics

More important than these broad population
figures is the fact that since 1970 rural America's
population base has experienced a significant resur-
gence. As-one of the nation's leading demographers,
Calvin Beale, concluded in 1975:

The vast rural-to-urban migration of people that
was the common pattern of U.S. population
movement in the decades after World War II has
been halted and, on balande, even reversed.
During., 1970-73, nonmetropolitan areas gained,.
4.2 percent in population compared to only 2.9
percent for metro areas."
Beale went on to state:
As might be expected !counties adjacent, to
metropolitan areas' have had the highest popula-
tion growth since 1970 (4.7 percenc) and haye
acquired about five-eighths of the total net in-
movement into all nonmetro counties. However,
the more significant point is that nonadjacent
counties have also increased more rapidly than
metro counties (3.7 percent vs. 2.9 percent).
Thus, the decentralization trend is not confined
to metro sprawl. It affects nonmetro counties
well removed from metro influence. Indeed, the
trend can be said especially to affect them.'
Thus. for the foreseeable future, rural America's

existence as both a significant segment of the U.S.
population and .a vital sector of the nation's economy
seems assured,

Socioeconomic Characteristics
of Rural America

In 1967, the Prqdent's National Advisory Com-
mittee on Rural Poverty issued a powerful report
entitled The People Left Behind, which revealed the
extent to which rural people were deprived-of their fair
share of America's wealth and public services and

6

were excluded from the standard of living enjoyed in
metropolitan areas of the United States.' The com-
mittee's report documents that rural America has the
nation's highest rates of poverty, illiteracy. malnutri-
tion, infant mortality, underemployment, substandard
housing. nuate public services, and below aver-
age per , family.incomes. '

this harsh profile did not (and does
not II rural communities or all rural resi-
dents, is. earlier, rural America includes every-
thing from prosperous farming areas. stable college
towns, and growing recreation and retirement com-
munities to decaying company towns, stagnant com-
munities and Wholly depressed. areas. And, while the
adverse conditions described in the committee's
report exist throughout the nation's rural areas. they
are more prevalent in the South as a region, and
among Blacks, Hispanics, Native Americans arid
other minority groups.

Some absolute gains have been made on each of
the indices during the decade since the, issuance of
The People Left Behind. However. the gap between
metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas has only
slightly narrowed, and the relative position of rural
America remains substantially unchanged. There
remains a'clisproportionately high number of low-income
rural citizens whose access to adequate housing,
transportation, health services and other. critical
resources is severely constrained. And, despite all the
progress made thus far. these problems continue to
beset minority popu,, ions to an extent far greater
than is true for their nonminority counterparts.

The economy of rural Amerida has not under-
gone any radical changes in recent years. Rather, 'the
trends and forces which have shaped the rural econ-
omy for the past 30 years continue to predominate.
Thus. although farming, fishing, mining, lumbering,
ranching and other natural resource-based and/or
extractive enterprises stillcom,prise the core of the
rural economy, there is \both a gradual trend toward
industrialization and a More marked trend toward ser-
vice industries, in general, and tourism.and recreation
enterprises, in particular, .within rural areas of the
United States.

Table .2 presents several indicators of rural
Afrierica's current socioeconomic status.

Current Status of Education
Like rural America as a whole, rurai schools and

school districts are distinguished, by their diversity.
Despite increasing standardization, rural schools still
tend to reflect the pluralism.' found among the rural
communities they serve.

Perhaps the most surprising fact about rural
schools is the number of students who.attend them. In
1975, there were more than 15 million.children (ages
5 through 17) enrolled in nonmetropolitan schools
(including 13.6 million white children and 1.8 million
black or other minority group children).'' In other.
words,: 32 percent of all children enrolled in public
schodls in the United States are enrolled in nonmetro-
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POPULATION DISTRIBUTION: 1970
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Table 1

RANK ORDER OF STATES, BY RURAL AND NONMETROPOLITAN POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS, 1970

State
Total

Population Rank
Rural

Population RP' % Rural Rank

Nonmetropoiltan
Population Rank

Percent
Nonmetropolitan Rank

Population
Density

(Per Square Mile) Rank

Alabama 3,444,165 21 1,432,224 15 41.6 16 1;525,201 19 44.3 23 68 26

Alaska 300,382 50 154,870 45 51.6 8 199,127 46 66.3 12 1 50

Arizona 1,770,900 33 362,036 37 20.4 39 452,328 42 25.5 34 16 41

Arkansas 1,923,295 32 962,430 24 50.0 9 1,328,265 21 69.1 10 37 34

California 19,953,134 1 1,817,089 10 9.1 50 1,322,470 22 6.6 50 128 13

Colurado 2,207,259 30 473,948 35 21.5 38 625,520 33 28.3 32 21 39

Connecticut 3,031,709 24 686,657 32 22.6 37 527,109 40 17.4 44 624 4

Delaware 548,104 46 152,535 46 27.8 32 162,248 47 29.6 31 277 7

Florida 6,789,443 9 1,321,306 18 19.5 42 1,279,631 24 18.9 42 126 14

Georgia 4,589,575 15 1,821,501 9 39.7 18 2,309,296 5 50.3 21 70 24

Hawaii 768,561 40 129,878 48 16.9 45 139,385 49 18.1 4".) 120

Idaho 712,567 42 327,133 39 45.9 13 600,778 36 84.3 5 9 4.3

Illinois 11,113,976 5 1,844,155 7 17.0 44 2,211,102 6 19.9 39 199 10

Indiana 5,193,669 11 1,821,609 8 35.1 22 1,978,780 9 38.1 29 144 12

Iowa 2,824,375 25 1,207,971 22 42.8 15 1,819,443 14 64.4 13 51 28

Kansas 2,246,578 28 761,708 30 33.9 24 1,297,479 23 57.8 17 28 37

Kentucky 3,218,706 23 1,534,653 13 47.7 11 1,931,084 10 60.0 15 81 21

Louisjana 3,641,306 20 1,235,156 20 33.9 24 1,527,031 18 41.9 ..26 81 21

Maine 992,048 38 487,891 34 49.2 10 779,564 31 78.6 7 32 36

Maryland 3,922,399 18 918,464 26 23.4 36 612,657 34 15.6 45 397 5

Massachusetts 5,689,170 10 878,721 27 15.4 46 871,255 28 15.3 46 727 3

Michig'an 8,875,083 7 2.321,310 5 . 26.2 34 1,922,060 11 21.7 38 156 11

Minnesota 3,804,971 19 1,277,663 19 33.6 26 1,639,883 17 43.1 24 48 30

Mississippi 2,216,912 29 1,230,270 21 55,5 4 1,823,424 13 82.3 6 47 32

Missouri 4,676,501 13 1.398,818 16 29.9 30 1,679,554 16 35.9 30 68 26
Montana 694,676 43 323,733 40 46.6 12 525,238 41 75.6 8 5 47

Nebraska 1,4,33,493 '35 570,733 33 38.5 20 847,027 29 57.1 18 19 40

Nevada 488,738 47 93,402 50 16.1 43 94,382 50 , 19.3 41 4 48

New Hampshire 737.681 41 321,641 41 43.6 14 535,988 39 72.7 9 82 20

New Jersey 7,168,164 8 794,759 29 11.1 49 609,642 35 8.5 49 953 1

New Mexico 1,016,000 37 307,225 42 30.2 29 700,226 32 68.9 11 8 46
New York 18,190,740 2 2,633,254 3 14.5 47 2,142,128 .7 11.8 48 381 6

North Carolina 5,082.059 12 2,796,891 2 55.0 6 3,034,850 1 59.7 16 104 17

North Dakota 617,761 45 344,319 39 55.7 3 544,108 38 88.1 3 9 43

Ohio 10,652,017 6 2,626,320 4 24.7 35 2,319,030 3 21,8 37 260 9

Oklahoma. 2,559,229 27 819,092 28 32.0 28 1,278,537 25 50.0 22 37 34
Oregon 2,091,385 31 688,681 31 32,9 27 810,650 30 38.8 27 22 38

Pennsylvania 11,793,909 3 3,363,499 .1 28.5 ' 31 2,311,678 4 19.6 40 262 8

Rhode Island 946,725 39 122,422 49 12.9 48 .144,649 48 15.3 46 905 2

South Carolina 2,590,516 26 1,358,321 17 52.4 7 1,399,310 20 54.0 19 86 19

South Dakota 665,507. 44 368,879 36 55.4 5 571,048 37 85.8 4 9 43

Tennessee 3,923,561 17 1,618,380 12 41.3 17 2,006,320 51.1 20 95 18

Texas 11,196,730 4 .2,275,784 6 20.3 40 2,802,148 25.0 35 43 33

Utah 1,059,273 36 207,801 44 19.6 41 217,584 45 22.4 36 13 42
Vermont 444,732 48 301.441 43 67.8 1 441,732 43 100.0 1 48 30

Virginia 4,648,494 14 1,713,653 11 36.9 21 1,802,460 15 38.8 27 117 16

Washington 3,409,169 22 932,701 25 27.4 33 920,688 27 27.0 ''' 33 51 28

West Virginia 1,744,237 34 1,064,746 23 61.0 2 1,112,176 26 63.8 T4 72 25

'Wisconsin 4,417,731 16 1,506,854 14 34.1 23 1,874,756 12 42.4 25 81 21

Wyoming 332,416 49 131,305 47 39.5 19 332,416 44 100.0 1 3 49

U.S. TOTAL 203,184,772 53,884,804 -- 26,5 59,966,445 29.5 57

SOURCES' U S Bureau of the-Census. 1972 Census of Governments, Vol. 1, Governmental Organization (Washington. D.C., U.S. Government Prinling Office. July 1973):
and Slat,st,cal Abstract ^f the United States. 11,'6 (Washington, D.C.: U S. Government Printing Of lice, July 1976). section 1.
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Table 2

SELECTED SOCIOECONOMIC INDICES, BY RESIDENCE AND RACE

Total
Population

1970 (millions)

Median Family
Income, 1975

(dollars)

Percent of U.S.
Median Family
Income, 1975

Persons Below
Poverty Level

(millIonS)

Percent Below
Poverty Level

1975

Substandard
Housing. 1970
(thousands)

Percent
Substandard

1970

U.S. TOTAL 203.2 13,719 100 25.9 12.3 4,741 7.4

Metropolitan Areas
All Races 139.5 14,909 109 15.4 10.8 1,863 4.2

White 120.6 15,548, 113 10.0 8.2 N/A NIA
Black 16.8 9,494 69 4.9 27.6 N/A NIA-

Nonmetropolitan Areas
All Races 63.8 11,600 A5 10.5 ' 4 ,F178

White C7 (12(,
41 42.4 NIA N1A

f arm 9.7 lu,t345 79 1.3 16.4 N/A N/A

SOURCES' U.S. Bureau of the Census. Statistical Abstract of the United States. 19761July 1976); and Current Population Reports - Consumer Income (September 1976);
and U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment and Earnings. vol. 24, no. 1 (January 1977). All three reports were published in Washington. D.C. by
the U.S. Government Printing Office.

Table 3

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS
TEST SCORES

BY AGE, SUBJECT, AND SELECTED PARTICIPANTS, 1969.73

Subject Area U.S. Median

9-YearOlds
Test Scores

High Extreme
Metropolitan Rural

(difference -US Median) U.S. Median

13YearOlds
Test Scores

High Extreme
Metropolitan Rural

(difference-US Median) U.S. Median

17-Year-Olds
Test Scores

High Extreme
Metropolitan Rural

(difference-US Median)

Science 63.2 + 7.2 6.3 58.3 + 6.2 - 6.2 47.0 + 5.1 - 3.6
Writing -28.3 + 4.8 - 4.6 55.4 + 7.5 6.3 62.5 + 6.6 4.1
Citizenship 64.1 + 3.4 - 3.3 63.1 + 4.3 2. 4.3 61.8 + 5.3 4.8
Reading 70.4 + 8.4 4.4 68.1 + 5.6 3.9 77.5 + 5.6 2.6
Literature 43.9 + 7.5 3.6 53.4 + 5.5 - 3.1 61.3 + 5.3 - 2.4
Music 58.8 - + 5.5 2.7 48.9 +3.4 - 1.4 49.2 + 3.5. - 1.3
Social Studies 72.2 + 6.7 2.8 66.2 + 7.3 2.6 73.8 + 6.5 2.1

Mathematics 36.7 + 8,1 3.6 51.3 + 10.2 2.1 57.1 + 9.9 4.1

SOURCE: U.S Department of Health. Education and Welfare. National Center for Education Statistics. Digest of Educational Statistics. 1975 (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office. 1975).
NOTE: The terms "high metropolitan" anC"extreme rural" are the creation of the National Assessment of Educational Progress. Because they incorporate employment and
income distinctions as well as geographic ones. It is difficult to determine the extent to which achievem.nt differences are a function of socioeconomic status or of locale.
For exampte, children classified as "low metropolitan" score even lower than the "extreme rural" population in NAEP data.
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politan schools." In comparative terms, there are
more students in nonmetropolitan schools than there
are in central -city schools.' 2 In fact, the total number
of rural students is greater than the total population of
New York City, Los Angeles and Chicago combined.''

"Rural education" encompasses everything
from a one-room schoolhouse in an Appalachian
hollow to a western school ict responsible for
education within a region of several hundred square
miles. It includes both units having lots of students but
very little money, and units with Int!-; of mn
few qtudonts Thn f

areas, but so are the ones ex-
periencing the most rapidly declining enrollments.
Some rural schools are quite self-sufficient and would
be considered excellent by nearly any standard, while
others are woefully'inadequate and desperately in
need of assistance. As a consequence, treating rural
schools and school districts as if they were a unified,
monolithic entity would be a serious mistake. The
'primacy of local circumstance' is as applicable to
the formulation of rural education policy as it is to
rural communities in general.

Despite this caveat, it is clear that rural schools
have historically shared several common problems.
For example, reducing student nonenrollment and
absenteeism, recruiting highly competent teachers
and administrators, providing special education and
other specialized services, securing needed capital
and operating funds. and compensating for the
inherent isolation and population sparsity of rural
areas, are all problems which have persistently
plagued rural schools and which remain largely
unsoh)ed even today.

Educational attainment has been another major
problem within rural schools across the country. Adult
attainment statistics reveal the long-term nature of
this problem. In 1970, there were 500,000 rural adults
who had had no schooling whatsoever."' Further, a
1974 Census Bureau survey found that more than two
million rural adults had had less than five years of
school and thus were considered -to be functionally
illiterate.' As always, these problems were even
more pronounced among rural black and hispanic
populations. In fact, 24.1 percent of all black adults
and 30.7 percent of all hispanic adults in rural areas
had dropped out of,schoolby.the fifth grade."'

This trend continues today. A recent research
report indicates that at least 5.3 percent of all rural,
school -age children are not enrolled in any school.'
This represents a nonenrollment rate nearly twice that
of urban areas." ,

Even when rural children are enrolled and in
regular attendance. attainment problems persist. No

2

matter what standardized testing systems or assess-
ment programs ara employed, researchers have
found that rural schoolchildren consistently rank
lower than their metropolitan counterparts."' For
example, the National Assessment of Education Pro-
gress indicates that rural children score significantly
lower than the U.S. average in almost every subject
area (see table 3).20

Nevertheless it inacc I '.IV
SCh '

ty
, which com-

pare iavorably in terms of educational quality with
their larger and wealthier urban and suburban counter-
parts. The broad statistics mask these successes and
tend to divert researchers away from studying the
characteristics of outstanding small schools.

Still, attainment statistics are not particularly
helpful in ascertaining the unique qualities of rural
education. Since the attainment data for central-city
schools are similar 'to those for rural schools, it may
only confirm that socioeconomic factors such as
parents' income and education, which tend to be
markedly lower in both rural communities and central
cities, are powerful determinants of student achieve-
ment everywhere.

Much of what is unique about rural schools and
school districts defies quanitative analysis or statistical
description. The slower pace and less pressured
environment, the spirit of cooperation, the opportunity
for leadership development, the less formal interac-
tions among students, staff and parents, and other
similar qualities which have long beeh associated
with rural schools are not easily measured by the
tools of educational research. This would be of little
consequence were it not for the fact that researchers
and policy makers have tended to discount that which
they cannot measure. Thus, when rural communities
opt for these "intangible" qualities (for example, by
choosing to kgel) their community school instead of
busing their children to a large consolidated school
having a bigger library or more sophisticated equip-
ment) they are often labeled as "deficient' or "back-
ward" rather than merely different.

Efforts to reform education in sparsely populated
areas must capitalize upon the Strengths, as well as
correct the deficiencies, of rural schools. Historically.
reformers have either disparaged the advantages
inherent in small rural community schools, or have
taken them for granted. Rural schools .can be as
excellent and productive as schools anywhere in the
nation. However, such excellence will not occur by
default, but rather by deliberate actions aimed at
building upon what they have, as well as providing for
what they lack.



IS BIGGER BETTER?
An Overview of Rural School and
District Organization

Schools tend to reflect the society around them.
Thus, it should not be surprising to discover that the
patterns of rural school and district organization
which have emerged since the turn of the century
mirror some of the most distinctive characteristics of
rural America as a whole. The emphasis here will be
on two of the most important shared characteristics:

. diversity and size.:
Diversity is a hallmark of rural America. Whether

measured on the basis of ethnicity, occupational pro-
files. environmental characteristics, socioeconomic
status, poltical attitudes or overall quality of life, rural
America is a model of heterogeneity. So, too, the way
in which rural educational services and institutions
are organized varres enormously from state to state..

In terms of school district organization, the variety
seems endless. Hawaii has'one school district which
encompasses the entire state, while Nebraska has
1.374 districts.' Most of th.e southern and border
states have school districts which are coterminous
with counties, whereas most northeastern and mid-
western states have districts which are organized
around towns or were consolidated into multitown
units. Occasionally, one will even find rural school
districts which coincide-with no other existing govern-
mental -units: Alaska maintains three wholly separate
groups of school districts (city and borough, regional
education attendance area, and Bureau of Indian
Affairs), and Vermont contains seven.legally distinct
district types.

In terms of geographic area, there are rural
school districts on tiny bits of land (such as small
islands) andas noted in chapter 1others which
cover several hundred square. miles. Some rural
school districts have thoOsands of pupils and a dozen
or more schools, while others operate no schools and
pay tuition for their pupils to attend school in ,neigh-
boring communities. Many rural school districts are
organized' to provide comprehenSive educational.
programs from kindergarten through senior high,
school, but a significant proportion of rural school
districts operate only elementary schools or only high
scriobls, or occasionally, only vocational or other
specialized schools. Figura. 5, 6 and 7 (while based

12

22

on nonmetropolitan rather than exclusively rural data)
illustrate the overwhelming diversity found amonf
America's 11,963 nonmetropolitan school distridts.'

America has more than 39,000 public schools
located in nonmetropolitan communities.' As might
be expected, these schools also exhibit highly idio-
syncratic organizational patterns-. For example, while
there are thousands of rural schools which serve all
the children of a few isolated families, there are thou-
sands more which serve only the secondary school
students drawn from several_ towns, and even some
specialized schools which serve a multicounty region.
There are-one-teacher rural schools which appear to
have changed iittle from their predecessors at the
turn of the century, and there are rural schools which
are indistinguishable in every outward respect from
the most modern suburban facilities.

Many rural schools offer a kindergarten program,
but a surprisingly large number do not. And. while it is
common to find rural schools organized into tradi-
tional elementary, junior high and senior high school
arrangements, it is by no means unusual to find.rural
schools which either offer all grade levels in a 'single

t facility or offer seemingly random sequences of three
or more grades (e.g., K-3, 4-6, 1-5, 2-4).

These divergent patterns are not a function of
regional differences, district size, community wealth
or any other known variable. Rather, 'they seem to be
the result of tradition, geographic circumstance,
political considerations, availability of teacherS.and
other essentially local factors.

A key attribute of rural schools is their relatively
limited size and small scale of operations. Even after
more. than 50 years of consolidation efforts, rural
schools and school districts remain far smaller th'an
their urban and suburban counterparts (see table 4).
For example, nonmetropolitan school districts in
Nebraska<have an average enrollment which is less
than five percent of the average enrollment of metro-

, politan districts in that state (see table 5).
Two facts should be remembered in reading

these two tables. First, since "nonmetropolitan" in-
cludes places up to a population of 50,000, the size
differences between city schools and districts and
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in these two tables

One related point warrants attention. Occasion
ally. it is.asserted that rural school arguments are just
small-school arguments, and that the problems and
potentials of rural education have equal applicability
in small, community-controlled schools, no matter
where they are located. While this statement is not
completely false, there are two facts which seriously
compromise its validity.

First, rural schools. unlike small schools
elsewhere, must contend w:th unique problems of
sparsity and isolation This implies more than -simply
overcoming dinicultres caus,,d by geography or dis-

Number of
School
Districts

0011

1 ;..-',1)1

')i)11

1 21)(1

1 IMO

c,01

1

ce. It also refers to the fact that rural schools tend
isolated from the educational: governmental and

nernic support systems found in metropolitan
is Moreover, it means that sources of assistance

rural schools (from universities, mental health cen-
ters, teacher centers, cultural institutions and other
potential resources) are notably absent in most
regions.

Second. small public schools and school dis-
tricts have become increasingly rare in America's
-metropolitan centers. Urban schools and districts
have always been bigger thar rural ones. but the gap
is growing even greater as declining enrollments in
the cities and suburbs cause remaining small schools
to be shut down. Thus, in the near future, small-school
issues (at least in the public domain) will be almost
exclusively rural, for that will be the only place in which
more than a handful of such schools will continue to
exist

Figure 5

U.S. NONMETROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS, BY ENROLLMENT SIZE, 1972
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Figure 6

U.S. NONMETROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS, BY NUMBER OF SCHOOLSOPERATED,1972
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Figure '7

U.S. NONMETROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS, BY GRADES PROVIDED, 1972
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Table 4

SIZE OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN
METROPOLITAN AND NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS OF THE

UNITED STATES, 1971.72

E ,
Total Percentage Number of Average School Number Average

enrollment of Total U.S. School District of School
Area (K12) Enrollment Districts Enrollment Schools Enrollment

All Metropolitan Areas of the U.S. 30,403,000 66% 4,781 6,360 47,849 635
All Nonmetropolitan Areas of

the U.S. 15,615,000 34% 11,800 1,323 39,544 395
U.S. Total 46,023,000 16,581 2,776 87,393 527

OURCE U S Bureau of the Census. 1972 Census of Governments Vol 1 Governmental Organ,:atoon (Washmtiton. DC US Government Printing 011(ce Juiv 19731
table 17. S Department of Health. Education and Welfare, National Center for Education Stanstic-7, Sr-,Inshcs of Loral Public School Systems Pepds and Statl fulr
1971 IVVashonqtQn. DC US C4,vernment Printing Other!. 19751. table A

Table 5

SIZE OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN SELECTED AREAS OF 10 STATES, 1971.72

Area

Total
Enrollment

(K.12)
Number of

School Districts
Average School Number

District Enrollment= of Schools
Average School

Enrollment
San Francisco 80.796 1 80.796 127 636
California (Metro) 4.536.458 654 6.936 6.110 ,654
California (Nonmetro) 344.111 411 837 976 352

Denver
.

Colorado (Metro)
94.838

402.705
1

35

94.838.
11.505

118

600
4 8 0 3

671
Colorado (1kpnmetro) 163.804 146 1.122 517. 317

District of-Columbia
`(Al) Metropolitan) 140.959' 1 140.959 200 705

Hawaii .
.

(All Metropolitan) 183.083 . 1. 183.083 211 868

Omaha (Douglas County.) 85.112 16 5.320 147 579
Nebraska (Metro) 139.304 45 3.096 262 532
Nebraska (Nonmetrol 192.232 1.329 145 1.592 121

New-York City ' 1.149.068 1 1.149.068.149068. 897
..

1.281
New York (Metro) .2.990.033 439 6 .8 1 3.507 853
New Vol* (Nonmetro) 530.289 341 1.555 940 564.

Philadelphia 292.741 1 292.741 275 1.065
Pennsylvania (Metro) 1.828.691 343 5.331 3.103 589
Pennsylvania (Nonmetro) 521.529 -1-76 2.963 1.225 425

Dallas (Dallas County) 299.234 16 18.702 358 836
,Texas (Metro) 2.040.497 364 5.606 2.946 6911

Texas(Nonmetrol 667.320 772 864 1.973 336

Vermont (All Nonmetro, 103.475 't, 272' 380 440 \235,

1.

Wyoming (All Nonmetrol, 85.977 70 1.228 3,75 229

SOUACE U S Bureau nt the Census. 19,2 Genses 01 Governments Vol 1. Governmentd, Otqin,:qtron (Washington D C U S Government Printing 011e r; Juiv 19731
bltaes 17 and 19
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Changes in Rural School
and District Organization

No rural education issue has been as long -lived
or volatile as the-reform of school and district organ-
ization. Beginning in the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury with Horace Mann's advocacy of rural school
consolidation and continuing unabated even today:
proposed reforms of the ways in which educational
services and institutions in rural areas are organized
have sparked widespread controversy and dissension.'

As a general rule, rural school consolidation and
district reorganization have been supported by in-
fluential leaders and policy makers in the education
and business worlds. Informal coalitions of liberal
reformers, professional education associations, state
education agencies, urban-oriented business organi-
zations and leading management experts emerged in
most states to champion the cause of bigger schools
and bigger districts in rural areas.

The results achieved by these proconsolidation
forces is a testimony to their power and effectiveness.
Nearly ,every ,state has enacted legislation which
either mandates or encourages (usually through
financial incentives) some degree of consolidation
and reorganization "in rural school systems. Local
action usually. (though not always swiftly) conforMed
to this legislative intent. In fact, iural school and dis-
trict consolidation ranks as one of the most success-
fully implemented educatiOnal reforms of the pbst 50
years. Table 6 illustrates the pervasiveneSs of this
reform movement.

Opposition to these reforms was (and continues
to be) both widespread and adamant, In most states.
the opponents an eclectic collection of rural parents,
taxpayers, cornmunity leaders, fiscal conservatives.
libertarians, local educators and urban expatriates
were both extremely vocal in their. criticisms of con-
solidation and fiercely dedicated to the preservation
of their small community schools. .

Ironically. the rural school consolidation and re-
organization movement has been opposed most

Year

vehemently by tne groups oil wnom sucn rerorrns
would have the greatest effect and supported most
strongly by groups on whom the direct effects would
be minimal. In this sense, rural school consolidation in
the United States is a classic example of an externally
instigated and imposed reform: that is. one which is
done to communities rather than by them.

At best, the anticonsolidation forces were. only
sporadically successful. No state rebuffed corrsoli-
dation and reorganization entirely, and only a compar-
ative handfulsuch as.Nebraska. Vermont. Montana.
Texas, Michigan, South Dakota, Minnesota and
Iowa avoided uniform implemontation of these
reforms. Thus. the opposition nationwide appears to
have only delayed or tempered the trend toward con-
solidation, rather than pre enting it.

The case of Illinois is illuStrative. In 1972. Illinois
had 1,177 public school districts and ranked second
among all slates in the number of existing districts.`'
On the surface, it would-appear that the anticonsolida-
tion forces in this state had prevented widespread
organizational reforms. However, as recently as
1945, Illinois had approximately 11,000 public s.-.:hool,
districts, By 1955 (after passage of semipermissive
consolidation legislation knc .n as the Illinois School
SurVey Act), the number of school districts in 'Illinois
had been slashed to just over 2.000. While the eradi-
cation of 9,000 school districts in one state in one
decade is amazing, it merely mirrored a burgeoning
national trend. In Illinois, as in most other states.
neither the consolidators nor their opponents entirely
reached,their goals. But, on balance, it seems clear
that the reformers were most successful and influential:

Organization as a Technical Issue
Over the years... educational policy makers and

researchers have tried to behave as if consolidation
and reorganization were strictly technical issues.

Heavy emphasis was placed on demonstrating
that these reforms would result in more economical
and efficient schobls-in rural areas. Study after study

Table 6

NUMBER OF PUBL(C SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS,
1930-1972,

School
Districts

Elementary Schools
(Total)

High Schools
(1Teacher) (4Year)

1930 128 000 238,000 149,000 16,500

1940 117,000 185,000 r 114,000 15,000

,1950 84,000 128,000 60,000 10,400

1960 40,000 92,000 20.000 6,000
1970 18,000 66,000 2,000 6,500

'1972 16,960 64,945 1,475 N/A

e Nn, A 1,1,11,1..

`TC!tiqr,F. U 0,p,hrt,,10 H.alth Ethir.ont,t, .1n11Woltare Ei(if
PrInt,f1 00 ti., 1974? otorlr fr. 1977

Dry.st or Fchicat,onat Stitichc, 19,*4 iMichnriton 0C lJS C)vorn,



was i_indirrtakeri In show that educational inputs ie
teacher credentials course offerings school facilities,
available equipmx.int and specialized services) were
all ,-;xpt-inislecl ,--)ndror improved a result of school
anti district consolidation The inference was r,:pealerillv
made that these uogradi-rd inputs would lead to greah-rr
succes.i.; not only in college but in the students adult
lives as well ::ifiort leading policy makers and
academics Ira- crularly alt tne state and national
levels) argued ;hat their studies and research Cu the
technical aspects, of consolidation droved that bigger
schools arc) bigger school districts were in
bet:er ones

In 1976. a critical analyys literature 011 this
10EnC. entitled Economy. Efficiency and Eqe,ility The
Myths of Rural .Scnool And District Consolidation. was
published by the National Institute of Education
Basically, 1ruP, report attempted to show that the tech-
nical inforritliOn ,,s;-!d to ILL;lify com50iidatiOn was
,;overal./ flawed arid spec'fically. Il

rhat

Criivi-irn the enthusiasm with which consolidation
was aavocat,-rid. one would expect the empirical
evidence cfff0r)Of flf1C, 91IS to be overwhelm-
ing I' is not The evidence on consolidation is
ncornolote Most of the research not only fails to

document the alleged benefits of consolidation.
but also fails to acknowledge potential liabilities;
or problems, Vith rare exceptions. this body of
reir-:rarch is rnelnodologically unsound, with
alruOt e)..ery study open to criticisms severe and
sign!licarit -enough to make the findings extremely
ru.spi-rct The conclusions at best_ inconclu-
sive sIrnoly incorrect to short.

,s on strong empirical base to support the
,,,motions and assertions of school and dis-

trict consolidation ,iidvocales

rf,.! alfr'L./1.(1. ,fl. -.f f''''n 'HI .1f)(fOorlofiif.lif:
'1 .'tiff, , ,;r,.! . o,1. A ., ,-)1,If I' cf(,)Of-,Oli-

riff:Ion rp,......,,I,o. ,,,,- ' H fff,. HI,./ ,n,i(1?cnial
rural v-..hool. in In,-; jn,',,?(J State`, wore clospd. ;old
.,,,,-a-,,:jors .,,,i1;,-_,)-1 pri,,,.;,0,,,,,i.,,, iiicA vory Illiii.-f in terms of
,.b,-ri-.1,--ilized crirricuiar offerings or sophisticated re-
,.',ourcm,.-, ,i..?r,-, .0,-,),0 ro upgrade rrieir [yoghurts_ °cod-
`7,IC11-1,11IV. consolidation 0'../.fl Of0Olflf some cost savings
;Ind fr)cr,,,:16:(1fficior,y .

It is aiso clear 'Iow,-;,'.../er. '.ha! In at lea-',1 as many
--;1',U,:ii3Oh-,. C.Orl,Orici,-:-Coon, --, I)09,,,f,!:,; vie re illusory
Many rural cornfiltinitilis ,.^/-! t.' f OT COd to r;erltr:1 IIirnr
r,f111.41 limn (ic-winces rici attend consolidated schools

.,

w ich ',very no IDCifr 'fl;-All !ho 'community schools
If 'y replaced In addition cori--;o:idation occurred in
'Gil ;rind`; of communities, ii-i r./11-rich such a din I.

rf-.,torn ,,,,,,,i,., --,..ithE-,, :10c)rorS!'al,:, nor t-Loc,?5-7,Sary Otter)
Ihi., values Of .,;r11,111H-!y--; .fin re lost in the process c.-.I
consolidation tliqii rural cornrnuniticis iecr:rived little
ordiicatir)naliy or f(f:OnOINICdIIVf ''. rOff.irn

In the fin ,:na!y-,:,=, Ihotigri. local c:Ircuriv,l',Inco
Yid , orr)hat,O, Il- k:tw (_1;,iv,rmirlarli of Ihi, reLiii,/,,,
r.0,:(-)norn,c, affI ,`Cfl_iC-Iflorl,11 rnrii.-,. riot only of ono-
*,:ir:her Jr o . ', nr)r,,,,ol,f-j,If,c1 -0-1()Oi!-;. [./lif iiif-f() Of fflf,
,.oriv)i,riallon nyu.-,-,,. it .i11 k,,../ PL, c)f. imp1,?r-np,11;;Ii0 n
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In communities having lour ramshackle. one-te,,,
y:100H 111-prepared IHachor and an averaii
(rnrollment, of less than 1() pupils. ,-ill IOC,iir'd .vi

10-r,,quari-rinio area. school consolidation was hie:-
ably DronThous, strait:ray HOW(f1l('1. If) corniniiiiii
having four vvell-maiiilain)-)d, ono-teacher schools
an excelftrnt teacher and an average'
.IPPrax:Imately 20 students, all spread out o\,xii
square-mile ,--irea school consolidation rirobats
devoid of any economic or iicIticalional lusfificarion

Organization as a Political Issue
The divisive struggles and Intense controver-,,

engendered by school and district consolidation
cur red not because of transportation costs.
trative inefficiencies or curricular 011eimG,,,
other technical concerns Rather, it i./ais ;and sti!
the battleground on which larger haestion- va

and control have traditionally been fought our 'r
areas

Rural parents arid taxpayers may be oisi
with their schools. but they are adamant in risi
their ability, and, right. to control these school-
larly many rural people have valued having
in the community more than tiney have

sources educators associated wits
Thus. consolidation is essentially a political
ra'ner than an oducabonal or :economic one
aways involves a choice among values, not sirup r.
choice a.n,ang "objective- facts-.

:he basis of . current knowledge
standing, five conclusions seen' evident

1 That -good- schools and "bad" (too;
however 'defined) come in all sizes toiii a

improvement and economic efticic'fl(.1:V ,fr
real challen-ges. and schools of every
benefit from efforts in this direction. Hoyai
there's simply no basis for the belief that
a school or district) bigger is likely to mak,
better

2 After more than 30 years of. experience w,!!
schookand district consolidation, it h clear Har
consolidation li.as not lived up to the claims riled'

"by IIS supporters. By and large. the benefits
been exaggerated and the liabilities simply
ignored

While some schools and 'districts can hi niii
economically or educationally by consolidating
s:uon places are a distinct minority and an' tio-
corningincreasingly rare In most cases. it far
more sensible to devise creative ways of firing-
try) resources to children. rather than fouri,r)::
children to go long distances for these resOurce
However, in all cases, local circumstance ishould
be the key determinant of consolidation's ii i1!

Any decision about consolidation involves !tar:1i:-
Offs To some individuals getting what big :chore:..
and districts can offer te.q.. moreedriipmepr
,Tort !--;flf,CIIIISIK) in worth iht"' C.0`,!.;
OI a community institution. more transoodxiri-

reduced participation in school and
curricular' activities) To other



benefits are not worth what must be given up to
get them

5 The decision to consolidate-should hot be made
hastily or without careful consideration of its
likely effects Unlike most educational decisions
ifor example. the choice of textbooks). consoli-
dation is almost irreversible. Once old schools
nave been closed, new ones built. and new
buses and equipment purchased. it is very diffi-
cult to go back to the way things were. even if
consolidation doesn't work out well

Legislative Alternatives
In every region of the country, state legislatures

are once again having to confront issues of rural
school and district organization. In some states.
declining ei Dilrnents are sparking this renewed in-
terest In others. school finance reforms. a dissatis-
faction with current organizational patterns. or al-
temptS to increase state control of education provide
the impetus

However, there are two new trends in this latest
round of legislative debates which are likely to'affect
the eventual outcome

Fii;,t all of the oreSSure is not in favor of
(d'; it has largely been in the past) Many rural

communities are unhappy with the results of past
consolidations and are actively seer,ing either greater
decentralization or. at least. readjustments in the pat-
terns of consolidation. .

Second. the education profession is becoming
dRacied on the merits of consolidation

This is particularly important because the profes-
sion's enthusiastic and nearly monolithic support for
this reform was a powerful influence on many state
legislators Today, a significant group of educators
are expressing their disenchantment with consolida-
tion as a strategy for rural educational improvement.

well as recognizing that them are some genuine
advantages to smallness which have been ighored too
ions

Thus. with rare exceptions. the prospects for
passing new legislation Which mandates rural school
and distnct consolidation are rather dim. At the other
end of_the spectrum. legislation designed to dissolve
pas;1 consolidations. or to make all decisions about
school and district Organization a local. rather than a
;tate, responsibility is even less likely to be enacted.

Nevertheless, this does not imply that nothing
can, or should. be done in this area. There are several
more moderate legislative alternatives available
which warrant serious consideration. These legisla-
tive alternatives are .

Abolish or prevent the passage of all man-
datory consolidation or reorganization legislation.
Given current information:<, there is no compelling
economic-or educational justification for requiring all
,scools or districts of a certain type or size to con-
solidate While it is conceivable that consolidation
would be beneficial in. some cases. it is even more
likely that any blanket consolidation would end up .

including communities for which such a reform is
unnecessary. inappropriate or even harmful. Permis-
sive legislation in this area is a far more sensible
alternative.

2. Eliminate all direct and indirect incentives
to consolidate or reorganize. Many states offer sub-
stantial financial rewards to large schools and dis-
tricts and/or financial inducements to communities
willing to consolidate. For example. some states reim-
burse local districts for a high percentage of the costs
of building a large school. but only offer a low percent-
age reimbursement for smaller schools Similarly.
some states pay all the additional transportation costs
for districts which agree to consolidate their schools.
There are two basic problems with these types of
incentives: they discriminate against small schools
and districts which have decided that remaining small
is the best option for their community. and they force
rural communities which are relatively poor to consoli-
date whether or not it is educationally advantageous
to do so. School systems which determine that con-
solidation would be educationally beneficdal but can't
manage it on existing resources should have access
to limited transition funds from the state. Beyond that.
states should ensure that consolidation becomes a
fiscally neutral alternative for local communities.

3. Establish a program of appropriate tech-
nical assistance to small rural schools and school
districts. Small schools deserve more attention. The
emphasis on bigness has largely preempted serious
discussion and research on methods of maintaining
and improving existing small schools and districts.
This neglect should be ,orrected not only because
most small schools have the potential to achieve
excellence. bul also because ignoring such schools
has not made them go away. nor has it helped the
children attending such schools receive the best edu-
c-ation possible. Legislation could be enacted which
directs the state education agency. state institutions of
higher education or other appropriate groups to offer
a full range of technical assistance services to small
rural communities. However, it is impdrative tnat this
assistance be appropriatethat is.. directed toward
creating better rural schools rather than replacing
them with second-hand irritations of urban/suburban
schools

4. Create a special classification system for
very small or isolated rural schools and school
districts. In rnbst states, there are some rural schools
and districts Which are so isolated that any kind of
Consolidation either imposes unreasonable hardships
or is a logistical impossibility. Legislation which identi-
fies such situations has already been enacted in
several states, including Texas. Washington and-
Maine. The purpose in developing this classification
is, first, to ensure the eligibility of these schools and
districts for certain kinds of special attention and
assistance and. second, to create °a mechanism
under which they can be exemptedfrom inappropriate
and irrelevant state standards. Alternative standards'
for schools and districts receiving this classification



should be developed cooDeratively by the slate legis-
laturt7.,s. state boards of education, state education
agencies and local sci.hool systems in remote rural
areas

S. Ensure that consolidated schools and
districts are accountable to their small rural
members. An emerging problem in many states is
that small rural communities which. either by man-
date or voluntarily, have consolidated their schools
are now finding that they have little influence on or
control over the consolidated unit When several
small rural units are merged with a larger town unit,
the town nearly always dominates the new consoli-
dated unit Similarly. communities which "tuition out
their children to neighboring districts find that they
have no voice in the operation of their children's
schools- Legislation is needed which redresSes this
imbalance and ends rural exclusion This can he
accomplished by altering the makeup of consolidated-
unit school boards. by creating school-silo governing
Councils. or by instituting other accountability mech-
anisms.

6. Alternatives to consolidation and reorgani-
zation should be encouraged and developed.
Regionalizing such expensive programs as vocational
education and special education is one alternative to
consolidating entire schools and districts. A ran; ,-; of
helpful support services can be provided by regional
units to schools and districts that want to remain
small Other alternatives include the establishment of
an itinerant ii e circuit rider) leacher corps system
.using .3pecial-subject teachers.. paraprofessionals.
teaching assistants and tutors to compensate for

instructonal weakness in rural schools, or the estab-,
iishment of voluntary collaboratives for special-
interest activities. Once again, the underlying premise
is that resources can be brought to children, rather
than forcing children to go long distances to get to We
resources. The benefits of smallness can be coupled
with the benefits of specialization. Legislatures should
do all they can to foster innovative developments
such as these in their state's rural areas

Conclusions
While the policy of rural school and district con-

solidation is not totally devoid of worth, its strengths
have been greatly exaggerated, its weaknesses often
ignored. and its overall merits as a strategy for educa-
tional reform and improvement overstated and over-
sold.

Despite the massive human and financial invest-
ments ma0-- on its behalf. consolidation has not
dramatically alleviated the educational problems
endemic to rural areas. More importantly, consoli-
dated units have not proven more successful than
existing small schools and small districtswhich
have had to make do with relatively meager resources
and professional attention.

State legislatures have a unique opportunity
and obligationto learn from the excesses of the
consolidation movement. correct present inequities
and assume a.leadership role in developing patterns
of rural school and district organization which are
sensible. appropriate and beneficial to all concerned



3.
FINANCING
AMERICA'S RURAL SCHOOLS:
The Agony and the Equity

For state legislatures, school finance has become
the educational issue of the 1970s. In state after
state, the collection and distribution of funds for

,public education have 'inspired controversies which
are as politically volatile as they are technically com-
plex. Thus, it is not surprising that current debates
about rural eddcation focus on tax rates, funding
formulas and other financial considerations as often
as they-focus on more purely educational concerns.

This new emphasis on educational revenues and
resources is by no means a random occurrence.
Rather, it is the predictable consequence of the clash
among three major trends in education.

The first trend is one of expansion. The educa-
tional innovations of the 1960s created a momentum
for expanding bet,the range ofservices that schools
provide and the constituencies to be served. Career
education. arts and hurhanities education, consumer
edutation, "early childhood education, community
education, nutrition education: population education,
education for all handicapped, education for the gifted
and talented, lifelong learningthese are examples
of program areas in the public schools which have
either been created or significantly enlarged in this
decade. Needless to say, the provision of appropriate
and useful programs in all these areas comes with a
substantial price tag attached. Coupling these new
costs with mounting inflation (especially in fixed-cost
areas such as fuel) inevitably results in strong pres-
sure for increased revenues.

However, in the past few years, this.expansionary
trend has come into direct conflict with the 'second
major U.S. education trend-that is, the trend toward
retrenchment The hallmark of this second trend is
declinemore specifically, declining enrollments,
declining confidence in the schools, and a declining
Willingness to pay more taxes, Taken together, this
trend (as expressed through California's 'passage of
Proposition 13,' the "back to basics" and "accounta-
bility" movements and the widespread defeat of
school bond issues) constitutes a powerful force
against any expansion efforts. There is broad -based
support for the notion that governmental services of
all kinds (including education) can, and should, be
made more economical and more efficient.

The third trend legislators must take into account
today involves the push for equity in educational
finance. Court decisions (as in the Serrano. Rodriguez
and Robinson cases) make it clear that whether edu-
cational revenues are rising or declining, they must be
equitably collected and equitably distributed. Conse-
quently, school finance reform has had to go beyond
simply providing a minimal "foundation" of education
funds to every school and move toward the loftier goal
of creating genuine equality among taxpayers, schools,
districts. and students. Whether the standard
employed involves fiscal neutrality, equalized expen-
ditures or compensatory inputs, the fact remains that
this movement toward equity has had, and will con-
tinue to have, a profound effect on the educational
initiatives of state legislatures.

The effects o all three of these trends have cer-
tainly been felt by rural schools and school districts
across the country. Yet, many state legislatures have
not been responsive 'to the unique financial problems
and needs of their state's rural commrnities.

For example, few statewide studies hilVP been
conducted which accurately assess the effects of
various school finance reforms on rural schools and
districts. In most cases, state legislators and policy
makers simply do not have access to reliable research
which suggests either how or to what extent rural
schools are helped or hindered by pending school
finance reforms. Similarly, there are currently no
national or regional studies that systematically com-
pare the effects of divergent state and federal school
finance mech.?inisms on .America's rural school
systems. Far too often, these effects are expressed
(and simultaneously obscured) by "averages" or
"standard deviations." Thus, there is presently a
critical need for statewide research efforts which
directly confront the vexing problems of financing
public education in sparsely settled areas.

In the absence of a 'set of reliable and rigorous
analyses of rural school finance issues, it is difficult
(and inappropriate) to make sweeping generalizations
about what the problems are and how they can best
be solved. Nevertheless, the three issues which must
be dealt with in virtually all rural districts (wealthy as
well as poor) are sources of revenue, the inherent
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Table 7

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL SHARES OF EDUCATIONAL REVENUE IN THE
UNITED STATES, 1919.1976

in percentrtge;)

Year Local Share State Share Federal Share

1919-20 83.2 16.5 0.3
1929-30 82.7 16.9 0.4
1939-40 68.0 36.3 1.8
1949-50 57.3 39.8 2.9
1959-60 56.5 39.1 4.4
1969-70 52.1 39.9 8.0
1976-77 48.4 43.4 8.2

SOURCES U S Der ArrrnP6I Edoc,16nn.ar.c1,,N,Ifitr0 Nation,ti Cent,-, for Stat,Itc, ErlucatIon Sfntr, Inc 70;'," (1 C U
G,irnrn,m! PrinlIng 0111, I i l p 67 a St,it,;trcs of Public Elrn,nfar, IQ 76- 11,,,t..rlirlqt,,r1 DC US Govorr,,,I
Of tice M.-tv7h

costs of rural schools, and the distribution of educa-
tional revenues. Each will now be briefly considered.

Sources of Revenue
Since the financing of American schools tradi-

tionally has been the responsibility of individual com-
munities. the majority of the costs have been bdrne by
the local school district. Only in recent years has the
combined state and federal contribution to school
expenditures risen to equal the local share (see table
7). In 1976, about 49 percent of school funds was
raised locally (usually via a locally established tax rate
on assessed property value. 42 percent was contri-,
POE-3J by the state, and 9 percent was paid by the
federal government.:

Once again though. diversity is the rule 'For
example. the level of financial support for education
coming trom local sources varies from practically
zero in ine centralized educational system of Hawaii
1c nearly 90 percent in New Hampshire with its strong
N4v England tradition of local autonomy.' Federal
upport vanes tram 23 percent in Mississippi, with its

high cocIcentration of rural poverty, to less than four
percent in New Hampshire, Michigan and Connecticut ''
The tendency in all states is toward increased state
support. Yet. the costs of education have sometimes
risen more rapidly than the available aid. Vermont's
state aid, for example, has increased in actual dollars,
but decreaed in relative terms from 38 percent of the
budget in 1968 to 22 percent in 1976:'

Given the importance of the local property tax in
financing rural school systems, it is inevitable that
controversy surrounds this particular source of
revenue. Economists are split as to whether the net
effect of the tax is .rearessive, progressive or propor-
tional_ Some observers argue that the 'property tax is
an aCcurate measure of wealth, while others believe it
only reflects artificially Hnflated land' values. This
debate is further complicated by the fact that: in most
states. the property tax is the only tax which local

residents can directly vote to raise or lower. As the
pasSage of Proposition 13 in California has demon-,
strated, the property tax serves as a lightning rod for
antitaxation sentiments as much as it serves as a
mechanism for financing schools.

Despite these complications, there is one central
fact about the use of local property taxes to finance
rural schools which must be remembered. Put simply,
property taxes pose a particular hardship for rural
citizens who tend to be "property rich" but "income
poor. ''" Whether or not this tax accurately reflects
wealth is an open question. However, it is clear that it
does a poor job of -reflecting "ability to pay."' A
recent simulation by the Education Commission of the
States showed that rural districts tended to have high
assessed property values per pupil but low income
per pupil as compared to urban and suburban dis-
tricts.8 For example, in Colorado, central-city 43,tricts
had a 25 percent lower property value per pupil than
their rural counterparts, .yet these same city'districts
registered a 27 percent higher median family income."
In practical terms, this means that rural residents
(particularly commercial farmers, ranchers and other
individuals having sizable land holdings) pay a dispro-
portionately high level of property taxes. A 1977 study
of taxes in Vermont made this clear when it noted that
the average farmer pays $200 in property taxes for
every $1000 of income, while the average nonfarmer
pays $29.b0

When one also remembers that rural areas rarely
have an industrial property base to offset the burden
on personal property and that many rural communi-
ties (particularly in Appalachia and the South) are
genuinely impoverished by any standard, it becomes
obvious that relying upon local property taxes as a
major revenue source for rural schools is neither
equitable nor economically sound.

In recent years, various states have introduced
reforms to offset the unfair burden of property tax on
low- income landowners and to resolve discrepancies
,between potential value and use value of nonresi-
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denttai land. The most common solution to the prob-
lem of regressivity is a property tax rebate for specified
categories of residentsin most cases the elderly,
the poor and the disabled. Twenty-eight states offer
some form of property tax relief. Another modification
to handle the second form of inequity is a differential
assessment rate. Land that is sparsely settled and
that produces little income, such as forest land and
some agricultural Lind, is assessed at a reduced
percentage of market value. Minnesota and South
Carolina, for example, assess agricultural property at
lower rates than residential property. Presently there
are bills pending before other state legislatures to do
the same.'

In a system full of complications and inequities.
problems dre made even more difficult by the fact that
persons responsible for assessing rural land are often
untrained townspeople, chosen or elected out of
patronage or friendship rather than because they
possess specific skills. The position of town or county
listor or assessor is a highly political position affecting
the wealth of the entire area. Listors sometimes at-
tempt to correct for inequities by undervaluing property,
and statewide standards are difficult to maintain in
decentralized states with hundreds of independent
school districts.

Inherent Costs of Rural Education
The frugality and financial conservatism of

farmers and other rural residents is legendary through-
out the United States. Yet, ironically, the schools run
by these same economy-minded rural citizens. are
routinely assailed outside the rural community as in-
efficient and uneconomical.

Are rural taxpayers spendthrifts when it comes
to public education. or -do their critics share some
basic misunderstandings about the economic
realities of rural schools and district? Available
evidence. would indicate the latter. In fact, a strong
case can be made that rural schools and districts use
the., financial resources available to them in as wise
and effective a manner as any of their urban and
suburban counterparts.

The most important and unique feature of rural
school finance lies in the higher costs associated with
sparsity of population. A relatively sparse population
base is, of course, a defining characteristic of any
rural area. Thus, higher costs which arise as a conse-
quence of this sparsity. must be regarded as one of the
economic facts of rural life rather than as evidence of
wastefulness or as costs which can be erased by
stricter expenditure controls.

A prominent, example of these higher inherent
costs involves transportation. In urba, and suburban
communities, the catchment area of most schools is
small enough to allow a sizable p rce age of the
students to walk to school, while ther are able to
Utilize public . transportation. Thos ur n/suburban
students riding school buses go on good roads for a
distance which rarely exceeds a few miles (except in
the case of busing for desegregation purposes).
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By contrast, the catchment areas of rural
Schools. particularly in the wake of widespread con-
solidation, are typically several times larger than in
metropolitan places. In some regions of the country. it
is common for a single rural school to draw its student
body from an area 'of more than 50 square mileS.
Since relatively few rural students live within walking
distance of their school and public transportation is all
but nonexistent, many more rural students ride school
buses re a.. 75 percent in predominantly rural West
Virginia versus 46 percent in mostly urban New
Jersey) for longer distances over poorer roads. The
cost implications are obvious. Thus. it is not surprising
to discover that in 1974, a rural state like North
Dakota spent $172 per pupil on transportation, whereas
an urban state like Rhode Island spent only $85. Any
further moves toward the consolidation of rural schools
will only exacerbate the inherent economic disadvan-
tages these schools face in areas such as transportation..

The cost of specialized programs and services
alsO is higher in rural schools due to sparsity. Rural
school districts usually have such a low incidence of
students with a particular handicap or special need
that it iS impossible to provide appropriate programs
economically. There is simply no cost-effective way to
offer appropriate educational opportunities in a rural
school district having one blind child, two deaf children,
three mentally retarded children. a.d four children

'having various physical handicaps. The economies of
providing specialized vocational or academic offerings
are equally bleak for Rua! schools.

Population sparsity also ensures that rural dis-
tricts will have relatively high per-pupil costs for
energy. administrative overhead. equipment and
materials. and the maintenance aria construction of
school facilities. There are- certain minimum fixed
costs which schools must bear regardless of their
enrollment. Having fewer students over which to
Spread these costs inevitably means that the per -pupil
costs will be higher in rural schools.

These higher inherent costs have not gone un-
noticed. In fact. consolidation advocates used these
facts to justify the creation of bigger schools and
districts in rural' areas. They reasoned that "econ-
omies of scale" would be achieved through consoli-
dation at both the school and district levels..

However, in making these arguments, they either
forgot or ignored two essential economic considera-
tions. The first is that rural citizens had already made
numerous concessions to frugality over the years. By
paying salaries well below the standards of metropoli-
tan diStricts, they relinquished the opportunity to
effectively compete for highly credentialed teachers
and administrators, but were able to retain lower
pupil-teacher ratios. By utilizing extensive volunteer
assistance and in-kind contributions from the com-
munity, by hiring generalists who could perform
multiple roles in the schools. and by promoting individu-
alized instruction instead of extensive formal course
offerings. rural schools were able to ease the financial
burdens confronting them.

eut, most of all, rural residents offset the inherent



costs of sparsity by simply "doing without.' By and
large, rural schools opted to stick to their conception
of the "basics" and resisted the temptation to buy lots
of fancy equipment. construct expensive facilities.
and adopt very sophisticated and specialized curricu-
lar areas and offerings Whatever the educational
merits of these decisions (and a reasonable case can
be made both for and against the decisions on educa-
tional grounds). it is clear that they enabled rural dis-
tricts to keep their overall per-pupil expenditures in
line with metropolitan ones

The second mistake made by consolidators was
their refusal to take seriously the diseconomies of
bigger, more sophisticated schools. Transportation
has already been cited as ,a key cost which rose
dramatically with consolidation. Yet, there were
several other expenses which grew as the size of rural
school's and districts grew ' For example, persOnnel
costs tended to rise substantially after a consolida-
tion. To make the merger politically palatable, admin-
istrators (and often teachers as well) were assured
that no one would lose their job. So. instead of replac-
ing the three former superintendents.with one (a move
Inat would save some money), it vas far more com-
mon for the new district to pick one .of the three to be
the new superintendent and then hire the remaining
two as assistant superintendents (with no resultant
savings). Similarly, when old districts merged. the
common practice was to "level up" everyone's Salary
to meet the schedule of the highest-paying district.
And. finally, in order to keep their promises, consoli-
dated districts recruited more specialized and highly
credentialed staff members, even though the salaries
they commanded were often significantly higher than
those of the generalists they replaced. Far from
saving money, consolidated rural schools had to
greatly increase pupil-teacher ratios in order to even
approximate former spending levels.

In addition to these straightforward diseconomies
of consolidation, some hidden costs of bigness are
beginning to come to light. For example, researchers
are finally beginning to document that the alienation
which tends to be a by-product of schools becoming
bigger has a startlingly high price tag attached to it, A
recent study released by .the National Institute of Edu-
cation not only estimates that the U.S. school vandal-
ism and property damage bill runs into hundreds of
millions of dollars each year, bUt also that the incidence
of vandalism increases as school and community size
increase.' ' Beyond the direct costs of vandalism, big
schools have rising insurance costs. growing security
budgets, and other protection-related costs, Similarly,
some observers have speculated that the ever-in-
creasing defeat of school bond issues is, at least in
part, a result of a declining sense of ownership among
parents and taxpayers' as schools and districts get
bigger and more remote.

The conclusions to be drawn here are:
That rural schbols are burdened by some unique.
and largely unavoidable, financial burdens.

' That rural schools (particularly small schools in

remote areas) have already made major efforts
to economize and that any further economy push
is likely to be punitive rather than helpful. and
That school consolidation and district reorgani-
zation are not likely to solve the financial problems
facing rural schools and districts.
As a 16-state review of school finance concluded.

in part.

States with fewer districts exhibit as much dis-
parity in expenditures as those with many districts

. states with a small number of districts appear
to have as much variation in per-student valua-
tion as states with a large number of districts.'

Distribution of State Education Funds
After decades of stability, state school finance

systems are experiencing a period of major upheaval.
Today legislators are being pressured from all sides
by professional and 'special-interest groups seeking
an expansion of school-based services, by taxpayer
groups seeking major reductions in the financial
burden of public services, by .court decisions which
establish constraints on the collection and distribution
of state revenues. by congresSionally established
priorities and programs, and by any other group per-
ceiving itself as having a vested interest in the out- .

come of the school finance debate.
The specific ways in which state-level school

finance reform will alter rural schools and districts
remains largely unknown. Given the diversity of
America's rural communities and the variance among
state finance systems, it is unlikely that the effects will
be uniform. in most states, ruralness, per se. has not
been an explicit factor shaping the distribution of
state aid to education. ThuS, how well rural .schools
and districts will fare in these reforms largely depends
on their own characteristics.

To date, it appears that rural districts char-
acterized by low property wealth and low income have
been significantly aided by recent school finance
reforms.'" Other kinds of rural districts, such as those
found in prosperous farming areas of the Midwest, do
not seem to have reaped many appreciable benefits
through these reforms. However, the effects of declin-
ing enrollments (and subsequent adjustments in state
aid formulas) have confounded one's ability to project
long-term impacts

Another factor complicating the net effect of
state aid to rural schoOls lies in the fact that several
states continue to provide conflicting financial incen-
tives. In other words, by offering both compensation
for sparsity and incentives to consolidate, states like
New York, Arkansas and Montana present rural dis-
tricts with contradictory signals as to where their
financial well-being lies. It would appear, however,
that these are temporary problems arising as states
shift from their historic preference fOr consolidation to
their emerging preference for sparsity adjustments in
the distribution of state aid to education.

In 25 of the 50 states. density of population
and/or scale are now perceived as special needs, and
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some effort has been made to correct for the inherent
differences in rural school costs. Some of the policies
adopted to deal with sparsity in our rural states are
described below.

IDAHO combines both sparsity and scale factors.
If an elementary school is more than 10 miles
from another elementary school, or if a secondary
school is more than 15 miles from another
secondary school, the average daily attendance
(the basis for the state aid) is increased inversely
with size. For example. for state aid purposes, an
elementary school with between 200 and 299
pupils would be increased by 10 percent while
the enrollment of a school with 50 to 100 students
would be given a multiplier of 25 percent.
MONTANA establishes a per-pupil expenditure
that varies with school size (e.g., for an elemen-
tary school of 50 students, the guaranteed
amount would be $836 per pupil. and for a school
of 350. it would be $639 per pupil). The state pro-
vides what the statewide property tax does not
raise.
NEBRASKA increases the per-pupil support
according to population density. as follows:

Perceht
Density State Aid Added

3-4 per square mil6 10%
2-3 per square mile 20%'
1-2 per square mile 30%

Less than 1 40%
NEW MEXICO employs linear formulae both for
schools with fewer than 200 students and for
districts with fewer than 4,000 students. The add-
on is used to increase the attendance figure that
is used to calculate state aid. For example. the
enrollment multiplier for an elementary school is
11-enrollment/200) and the corresponding multi-
plier for a district is (1-enrollment/4,000) x .15.
UTAH uses a table to choose the weight given
for school size. Assuming that the schools are
considered to be necessarily small, assistance is
given to compensate for diseconomies of scale.

410 COLORADO assigns "bonus pupils" to small at-
tendance centers according to tables established
by the state. These centers must be a specified
number of miles from other schools to qualify.
MAINE uses geographic isolation grants to ad-
just the per-pupil allocation."'

Legislative Alternatives
Ensiring equity for rural schools and districts

requires that legislators be senstive to the unique
financial constraints under which these units operate.
As Rachel Tompkins has noted:

The general policy framework for state school
finance should be governed by the goals of
adequacy, stabilitV, equity, and. flexibility. Each
child should be provided with adequate resources
to learn, regardless of the child's. place of resi-
dence. The finance system should provide
school districts with predictable and. stable
levels of resources. Equity requires that dif-
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ferences in the level of dollars per pupil among
districts should be based on differences in the
educational needs of children and not on the
accidents of property wealth and income level.
Finally, finance plans should allow local districts
the flexibility to develop educational programs
most suitable to community needs.'
The nine rural school finance alternatives which

state legislators should consider are as follows.
1. Assume an increased proportion of total

educational costs. Currently, the average state
share of educational expenditures is below 50 percent.
with some predominantly 'rural states such as New
Hampshire and Nebraska providing less than 20 per-
cent of total education dollars. In order to achieve
even a semblance of district equalization, a signifi-
cant increase in the amount and proportion of state
funding of education is necessary. In all but a few
states (e.g. ones with very productive agricultural land
and/or considerable rural wealth) increased state aid
will benefit both rural taxpayers and rural school
systems.

2. Distribute state aid on the basis of need
rather than equal dollars per pupil. Flat grants to
school districts should either be eliminated or
reduced to an absolute minimum. State aid should
provide proportionately greater assistance to districts
having high per-pupil costs (because of isolation,
children with spec;alneeds,'or other problems) and/or
/oW property wealth and/or low income, A variety of
mechanisms can be employed to achieve this kind of

,distribution, many of which are described in a 1976
publication of the National Conference of State Legis-
latures entitled School Finance Reform A Legis-
lators' Handbook.'"

3. Pay extraordinary energy costs, transpor-
tation costs and capital expenditures with state
funds. Two categories of costs that fall heavily on
rural areas are capital outlay and transportation'. It
would be extremely beneficial to, rural,districts if those
costs could be assumed by state funds. Substantial
benefits would also accrue to urban districts: there-
fore, state assumption may be politically feasible.

Florida and Maryland have fully assumed the
costs of construction. Careful analysis of the out-
comes of full state funding there should provide
guidance to other states. Even if paying total capital
outlay bills is politically impossible, other more limited
reforms of capital expenditure would benefit rural
areas. First, information systems should be developed
at the state level which describe the existing stock of
school- buildings. Only a few states have such
systems. Second,, the 25 states that contribute little or
nothing toward capital costs should provide some
assistance: Third, states should allow their higher
credit ratings to be used by local 'districts when
borrowing for capital expenditures. These three short-
range steps would benefit children in rural distriCts
and would not preclude possible full assumption of
capital costs-in the future.'''

Transportation costs vary with geography. Rural
districts are saddled with higher proportional costs
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because childre., are scattered over a large territory
This is a particular problem given rising fuel costs.
There seems to be little sense in limiting instructional
dollars in poor rural districts by requiring local
districts to pay for transportation. Similarly, in those
states where desegregation plans 'involving transpor-
tation are a reality, urban districts may well join with
rural ones to urge state legislative support for greater
transportation subsidies.

Energy costs are also rising at an alarming rate
Few rural schools have the financial capacity to
absorb these costs without making programmatic
cuts. States should aid schools by direct subsidies
and/or grants to renovate rural facilities so that they
become more energy efficient

4. Establish state sparsity payments for
isolated rural school districts. In every region of the
country. there are school districts which, because of
climate, terrain or distance, are genuinely isolated.:
Usually. such schools bear abnormally high, but un-
avoidable, costs per pupil. States should provide extra
resources (financial. human and material) to such
schools in order to ensure, first. ;hat their students
have adequate educational opportunities and, second,
that rural taxpayers are not unfairly burdened. Linking
sparsity payments to the "remote. but necessary"
school classification system described in the previous
chapter is one way of ensuring that only those schools
which deserve such payments will actually receive
them

5. Inaugurate a system of differential assess-
ments of property for tax purposes. Ideally, taxes
for education should be collected on the basis of both
property and income and should factor in one's "abil-
ity to pay." However, since property taxes are cw-
rently the major source of education revenue, it is
important to inject a measure of equity into this tax .

through a system of differential assessments. Basic-
ally, this means that property would be class Pied
according to type for example, industrial, commercial,
residential and agricultural) and taxed- at differing
Yates. It is particularly important to ensure that agri-
cultural land and other open spaces are taxed according
to their actual use and productivity rather than their
potential (or speculative) value. This system would be-
particularly helpful to rural areas and would help stem
the general decline of the rural economy. States

interested in this idea must be prepared to finance
rigorous training programs for assessors and other
relevant personnel and to expand their slate lax
departments

6.. Prevent the passage of legislation which
mandates or encourages school district reorgani-
zation. This alternative was discussed in detail in tlie
previous chapter. The evidence shows that reorga-
nizing rural school districts to create larger units is an
ineffective and counterproductive method of school
finance reform. If further tax.-base equalization is
deemed desirable, there are many proposals to
develop regional tax collection areas which leave the
governance and operation of schools in existing
districts.

7. Enact legislation which requires new state
mandates for education to be accompanied by the
state funds necessary to implement them. Few
things make state officials angrier than federally
mandated programs which arrive unaccompanied by
the necessary funds. Slate legislators must resist the
temptation to adopt this practice themselves when
enacting legislation mandating local programs.

8. Require the state education agency to dis-
tribute the federal funds it controls in an equitable
manner. There is a widespread suspicion among rural
educators and community leaders that rural school
districts receive a disproportionately low percentage
OT the federal education funds which are channeled
through the states. Legislators should act to ensure
that all school districts, regardless of size or geo-
graphic location, receive their fair share of state-
aaministered federal funds.

9Establish a system of school-site budget-
ing. This alternative is particularly applicable to states
having countywide or other multischool districts.
Rural schools are likely to be prime t,eneficianes of a
decentralization of budget and expenditure decisions
to the school level. 'In simple terms, each principal
would be given an annual allocation of money for a
school. The budget for the year would be developed in
cooperation with teachers, noncertified staff, and an
advisory council, of parents, citizens and students.
Decisions about program, staffing patterns and
special services can be made as budgets are developed.
Such a process allows for maximum community flexi-
bility in the use of resources.

Li'-)
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4.
AMERICA'S
RURALTEACHERS:
They're Not In It for the Money

Teachers are the key to educational excellence
in the schooling' process. Indeed, the importance of
high teacher quality elicits nearly universal agree-
ment throughout the United States.

Still, a compelling case can be made that the
need for excellent teachers is most acute in the
nation's sparsely settled. areas. TWo major factors
contribute to this heightened importance. First, rural
school districts normally employ far fewer specialized
support staff members (e.g., curriculum coordinators,
career counselors, media specialists and school
psychologists) than do their metropolitan counter-
parts. And second, most rural commui tties lack a
variety of educational and cultural inF. r:utions outside
the school system. Together, these .Arcumstances
imply That rural classroom; teachers are unusually
important and influential in the development of their.
students.

Nevertheless, existing policies and programs in
the United States do not reflect either the importance
of rural teachers or their unique problems. There is a
paucity of training programs designed especially
for teachers who will serve in rural schools. Rural
salary schedules for educatiOn personnel tend to be
markedly lower than in urban areas. In-service and
other professional development activities for teachers
are severely constrained in sparsely populated
regions. All in. all, there appears to be a notable
absence of commitment in the United States to train-
ing or retaining excellent rural teachers.

This chapter will document these problems and
discuss some potential remedies.

Current Status
In 1976, slightly more than two million elementary

and secondary classroom teachers were employed in
United States public schoOls.1 Interestingly, the
absolute number of teachers has risen since 1974, in
spite of declining student enrollments.2 Classroom
teachers Still constitute the largest category of public
employees in the Upited States.3 In fact, approximately
30 percent of all United States public employees
(federal, state and local) work for local school
systems.4
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Historica"y, one should note not only the enormous
increase in the number of teachers (elementary school
teachers have doubled and secondary school teachers
have multiplied nearly tenfold since. 1920), but also
that the growth of the teaching profession far out-
stripped the growth in student enrollments. Thus, in
1920 there was one elementary school teacher Tor
every 35 elementary students, while in 1974 there
was one elementary teacher for every 27 elementary
students. Similarly, in 1920 there was one secondary
teacher for every 22 secondary students, while in
1974 the ratio of secondary students to teachers was
14:1. Table 8 reveals some of these historical trends.

In terms of teacher credentials and qualifica-
tions, two major trends have emerged over the past
15 years.

First, teachers today tend to be more educated.
In 1964, 17 percent of all public school teachers

":either had no degree or only a two-year associate
degree. By 1975, only one percent of all public school
teachers were lacking at least a bachelor's degree.
Similarly, in 1964, 16.6 percent of the public elemen-
tary\staff had a master's degree, whereas the total
had grown to 25.9 percent by 1975.

Second, teachers today tend to be less experi-
enced. Whereas nearly one out of every three teachers
in 1964 had 20 years or more of teaching experience,
fewer than one in five teachers active in 1975 had a
Similar degree of experience. Table 9 illustrates these
points.

During the 1960s, as a result of the so-called
"baby boom," there was a distinct teacher shortage
in the United States. In response, America's post-
secondary education institutions undertook a major
teacher training effort. By the early 1970s, this effort
had become, in some sense, almost too successful. in
1975, there were approximately 1,300 post-secondary
institutions offering programs in teacher education.')
And, instead of a shortage, there was now a marked
surplus of teachers. For example, the National Center
for Education Statistics noted that. in 1974, there was
an effective demand for about 150.000 beginning
teachers.6 However, the actual supply of beginning
teachers that year exceeded 300.000.'' NcEs projec-
tions indicate that, although supply and demand of
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beginning teachers are poth dropping. there ; ;ill tiill
be a rnalor surolus of new teachers in the. near future

Rural Teacher Statistics
One clear measure of the disregard accorded to

rural tearners in the United States lies in the fact that
no one even bothers to collect and analyze data on
rural teachers Neither, tne federal government nor
the national teacner,, oraanizations Il e the National
Education Association and the American Federation
of Teachers) has issued a major report on rural
teachers in nearly two decades Thus, the data used
in this Section is suggestive rather than definitive
Further, it must be remembered that. like most aspects
of rural education, there is enormous variance both
within and among the 50 states

D'esite these data limitations. one thing is ap-
parentrural teachers constitute a signrheant body
Of professional r.-,,clueateifs In 1973 there were ancyco
mately 790 000 public school teachers employed in
nonmetroPolitan communities In other words. about
one out of every three public school teahers was
employed outside a designated metropolitan area

The problem mentioned most often in regard to
rural teachers involver, the iow salaries they com-
mand The argument is frequently heard that rural
schools will never get their fair snare of excellent
teachers until they pay wages r:ornparable to those
paid in metropolitan communities The basic assump-
tion which we will examine here is that rural teacners
are paid less than urban teachers having comparable
credentials

The aggregate national statist Cs d0 reveal some
rather start!' -1g salary differences for teachers.
aeoending on heir lootion For example. 1111972. the
average, salary for tie month of October was 51.021

for ail priblic metropolitan teachers. and 5785 for all
nonmetropolitan teachers Or an annual
this translates into 51727, for metropolitan

teachers and 59,420 for their nonmetropolitan counter-
parts In otner words, the average nonmetropolitan
teacher earns aoproximatel,/ 24 percent less money
than he average metropolitan teacher

Although it is an inexact measure, the teacner
salary cata on county units corroborates the national
indices In counties haying -a population of more than
250.000 and thus likely to be heavily urban). the aver-
age monthly earnings- of a public school teacher in
October 1972 were 51.081 (WhiCh is an annual salary
of 512.972) By comparison, in counties having a
population below 10.000 and thus likely to be pre-
dominantly rural), 'tie average monthly earnings of a
public school teacher in October 1972 were 5703
j,,hich is an annual salary of 58.436) 0-ee again.
the average rural teacher earned aPPrOxii. ately 35
percent less money than the average urban to icher

There is one more inexact. but useful. rational
breakdown of teacher salariesthat is, by school
district size. In school districts enrolling 3.000 or more
pupils. the average monthly earnings of a leacher in
October 1972 were 5987 (or 511.344 annually)
However. in school districts 'haying fewer than 50
pupils land there were 2.053 such districts in 19721,
the average monthly earnings of a teacher in October
1972 were $521 (Or 56.252 annually): Teachers
these very small districts, found primarily in sparsely
populated areas. had an average salary which was 47
percent lower than teachers in larger and more urban
school sysjems

Confronted with these dramatic differences.
some educators argue that the Figures fail to account
for two factorsdifferentials in the cost-Of !liying and
in the credentials and experience of teachers If the

Table 8

NUMBER OF U.S. PUBLIC STUDENTS AND TEACHERS,
1920.1974

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1974
TOTAL STUDENTS

(thousands) 21,578 25,678 25.434 25,112 36,087 45.619 45.409
Elementary 19.378 21,279 1 ,8,833 19.387 27,602 32.597 31.333
Secondary 2.200 4,399 6.601 5,725 8.485 13,022 14,076

TOTAL TEACHERS
(thousands) 657 842 875 914 1.355 2.023 2,156

Elementary 557 632 575 590 834 1,126 1,176
Secondary 100 210 300 324 521 897 980

TOTAL PUPILTEACHER RATIO 33:1 30:1 29:1 27:1 27:1 23:1 21:1
Elementary 35:1 34:1 33:1 33:1 33:1 29:1 27.1
Secondary 22:1 21:1 22:1 18:1 16:1 15:1 14:1

F 11 H.titt F f , o. t: I
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cost-of-living really were substantially different in
urban and rural communities, and if rural schools
were mainly hiring teachers with bachelor's degrees
and little experience, while urban schocis were hiring
teachers with master's degrees and lots of experi-
ence, this rationalization , would have a 'degree of
validity. However, even if correct, it is unlikely that
these factors would end up equalling the 4- percent,
35-percent and 47-percent urban-rural teacher alary
differentials discovered.

The-state of Nebraska has compiled some in-
teresting statistics on this topic. In 1976-77, Nebraska
had 800 Class I (rural, kindergarten through eighth
grade) schools, the majority of which were one-teacher
institutions in the most 'sparsely settled areas of the
state The salary range for teachers in Class I

schools was $4,840 to $15,600 per annum,17 and the
average salary was $7,788.18 In fact, the median
salary for a Class I teacher with a master's degree
was only $8,610 in 1976-77.'9 By comparison, in Class
IV and V (urban, kindergarten through twelfth grade)
school districts, the average annual. teacher salaries
were $12,557 and $12,018, respectively, in 1976-77.
Once again, average rural Wcher salaries were
almost 40 percent below urban salary averages.20

Cost-of-living data was not available by school
district in Nebraska. However, themost recent data
did not substantiate the claim that rural schools
hire predominantly low-credentialed, inexperienced

-teachers Indeed, in the sural Class I districts, average
teacher experience was 12.6 years, compared to 12
years in Class IV districts and 10 years in urban Class
V distr :ts.21 Less than 10 percent of Class I teachers
were in :heir first year of teaching.22 Urban districts in
Nebraz_z-.2 did hire more teachers with master's and
oth aivanced degrees than Class I districts, but
apprc Imately 80 percent of the rural teachers had at
least a bachelor's degree.23 Thus, it would appear that
come= -ably qualified teachers do receive significant-
ly salaries in rural areas.

Rural Teacher
Characteristics and Concerns

Although much has changed since the time when
this year's rural teacher was last year's rural student,
being a teacher in a rural school does carry with it
some unique problems and potentials.24

For example, teachers in the small rural school
remain accountable to the community in ways virtual--
ly unimaginable in cities and suburbs, where they tend
to be viewed as specialists whose personal lives are
separate from those of their students' families. Rural
teachers still tend to come 'from the communities in
which they teach (or from communities so like them
as to be virtually indistinguishable).25 And practical
considerations of distance and housing availability
generally compel them to live near their schools.
Thus, the role of teacher remains important to the
community outside the classroom as well as in it.

28

To find job satisfaction as a rural teacher, it is
apparently necessary for a' person to fit comfortably
into this broadened aid comparatively unspecialized
role. Muse, Hoppe and Parsons found that teachers
from rural backgrounds were most able. to do this.
They concluded that "the most dissatisfied rural
teachers tend to have been raised in urban areas,"26
and that those same teachers tend to find "social
acceptance more difficult'' in the country community.27

The Utah evidence provided by Mijse, Hoppe
and Parsons seems to suggest that the rural school-
teacher is still typically the rural-born-and-reared
woman, returning home to teach the next generation.
She is far better educated than her turn-of-the-century
counterpart and is far more-likely to have seen some
of the world, but she has remained in touch with the
basic concerns and values of the rural community.
This kind of teacher will help to maintain' cultural
continuity between home and school, and she will feel
comfortable in pursuing this end.

Teaching "the basics" and reinforcing com-
munity standards continue to be the dominant tasks of
the rural school. Schooling is considered critically
important; Muse, Hoppe and Parsons found more
teachers than parents who felt it was important for
children to be home at choretime rather than
spending additional time in school. But the emphasis
is still on basic academics and enforcing accepted
behavior standards.

The Muse, Hoppe and Parsons study shows that
"a sizable proportion of students (38 percent') and
parents (30' percent) tend to support the statement
that teachers -old too high expectations of the stu-
dents."28 Very few of their parent-respondents, how-
ever, agreed with the statement, "The schools are too
strict." Obedience, discipline and 'fundamental skills
continue to be central to contemporary rural education.

The close ties between school and community,
while laudable in many respects, can put unpleasan'
pressures on teachers as well as children. The Muse,
Hoppe and Parsons survey reports that teachers find
"community cliques, gossip and small-town talk" one
of the chief drawbacks to country teaching.29

The most frequent and serious rural school prob-
lem usually cited in the literature is a lack of creative
and innovative teaching. The issue of innovation in
rural schools is a complex one and cannot be sirhply
laid at the feet of rural political conservatism and
social tradition. In'fact, there is some evidence sug-
gesting that rural communities are far more interested in
educational innovation than is commonly assumed.
Paul Ford's study of small high schools found students
yearning for more intellectual stimulation and more
access to new resources.3° Similarly, the Utah study
found parents, administrators, teachers and students
in strong agreement that their schools needed "inno-
vative teache.rs with new methods more than
additignal 'traditional' teathers."3'

Teacher training programs in the United States
have paid little attention to the needs of teachers in
small rural schools. Although the literature is full of
moaning about the poor. quality of rural teachers, little



Table 9

PUBLIC CLASSROOM TEACHERS, BY EXPERIENCE AND DEGREES HELD,
1964 and 1975

ITEM
1964

Elementary Secondary.
1975

Elementary Secondary

Percent with Teaching Experience of:
1-3 years 16.9 22.5 .19.8 19.4
4-6 years 14.3 18.1 20.0 18.7
7-9 years 10.1_- 11.2 13.5 14.3
10-14 years 15.3 15.8 15.6 20.3
15-19 years 11.6 11.2 12.4 11.5
20 years or more 31.8 21.1 18.7 15.8

Median Years of Teaching: 12 9 9 9

Percent, Highest Degree Held:
No Degree 3.8 0.4
2-Year Degree 12.1 0.6 1.1 0.6
Bachelor's Degree 66.7 62.6 70.2 54.3
Master's Degree 16.6 33.5 25.9 42.6
Professional Degree, 6 years 0.7 2.4 2.5 2.2
Doctor'S Degree 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2

SOURCE. U S Bureau of the Census. StatistIcal Abstract of the United States. 1976 ONashongton..0 C U S Government Print ;Po Office. July 1976). table222

systematic effort has been made to recruit We best
people for rural schools, and even less effort has been
made to train them properiy. As Muse, Hoppe and
Parsons pointed out:

A recent study of university offerings revealed
that in 1969, no more than six universities in the
nation offered courses which might be of any
prospective value specifically to the rural teacher.32
The training gap is being gradually closed as the

meager efforts of universities are supplemented by
regional centers and-in-service training programs. But
the amount of professional support given the rural
teacher will not compare with that given the urban
and suburban teacher for many years to come.

MoSt rural teachers, theta, enter their classroom
with little or no special preparation for meeting the
needs of country children. -And, unlike the urban and
suburban teacher, they cannot call on prbfessionally
designed commercial materials to Imp them. For 15
years, curriculum developers have undertaken count-
less projects for urban children, ranging from Sesame
Street to minority-oriented social studies curricul for
the high schools. For 20 years, carefully designed
suburban curriculum packages have been available.
During the same period, virtually nothing has been
done for the rural child. There is no profit in it for the
publishing companies-there are feWer absolute
numbers in rural areas, and there is less similarity
among country regions tha-h there is among
Unfortunately, philanthropic and governmental fund-
ing sources have not (with some notable exceptions)
made up for this lack of commercial interest in rural
education. As a result, the teacher looking for innova-
tive materials for a class of impoverished urban;.hildren
has a vast array to choose from; a teacher looking for

similar resources for a group of poor country pupils
must generally be resigned to teaching about fire
hydrants, manicured lawns,, skyscrapers and other
accoutrements of urban/suburban life.

Even if the teacher has the resourcefulness to
design fural-oriented materials alone, there are still
problems to be faced. The poverty characteristic of
rural areas has traditionally tightened the bond
between community and school. The in-kind contribu-
tions which replaced the outlay of money brought the
consumers of education nearer to its source, and
added to the sense of accountability and responsibil-
ity. But today, the needs of schools are so complex
and_require so much money and expertise that com-
munity contributions fill less of the gap. The poor
school district cannot afford to hire a science consul-
tant to design a curriculum around its woodland. Usu-
ally, the school cannot even afford to buy teachers the
time to do it themselves.

Some extraordinary teachers do it anyway. They
take the time out of their personal lives, and collect
materials from the COmmunity and from the natural
resources of the countryside. But many teachers do
not have this creative energy, and they struggle along
with the outdated textbooks and inappropriate
materials which are all the poor rural community can
afford.

Teachers who must handle multiple grades are
limited as well. For instructors wtyp must teach every
period, depth of preparation is difficult, especially in a
variety of subject areas. One study of small high
schools in Washington state found that:

Teachers in small schools - studied average
between five and six preparatiohs in dilferent
subject areas. each day. It is unrealistic to sup--
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pose that a teacher could be adequately prepared
in this number of subjects and, in addition, keep
up with curriculum development in all the subjects.33

Legislative Alternatives
Just as rural reformers sought "better" curricula.

so too have they clamored for "better" teachers.
Once again, though, the definition of "better" is of
considerable importance. Usually, by "better" these
'reformers meant more credentialed," more highly
specialized" and "urban trained."

Yet, while there is little doubt that rural schools
could b.enefit from the presence of better teachers, it
is not at all clear that the traditional meaning of
"better" is appropriate or helpful in the rural context.
In fact, a very persuasive case can be made that
higher academic credentials, in and of themselves,
have minimal validity as a measures actual teaching
competence: that rural schools require competent
generalists far more than a variety of specialists; and
that teachers trained to understand and work with tne
unique s'rengths and weaknesses of rural schools are
much more desirable than urban-trained and urban-
oriented teachers from even te--Tviost prestigious
universities.

Perhaps an example from the health field can
shed some light on this point. In the past few years,
there has been a significant shift in the medical pro-
fession away from training large numbers of highly
sophisticated specialists, and toward training "family
practice" doctors (i.e., general practitioners). This
trend is a particular asset to Tural areas which do not
need a neurosurgeon' in town nearly as much as a
general practitioner, who can call upon the service
of a neurosurgeon when necessary.

Similarly, rural schools need teachers who. are
(contradictory as it may sound) specially trained to be
generalists. The best rural teachers are the ones who
are able to cope with sparsity, utilize community
resources, invent curricular materials, and above all
else, are oriented toward teaching children rather
than subjects. When a corps of specialists are avail-
able to these rural teachers (for example, through a
multidistrict educational services agency), the range
of human resources available to aid rural school-
children can be quite extensive and impressive. Thus,
four high-priority legislative alternatives to improve
rural teacher quality should be considered. ,

1. Require statesupported colleges hlci
graduate schools of education across the country
to create special training programs which will
explicitly prepare teachers for service in rural
schools. At present, there areno more than a handful
of teacher training programs in the entire nation
which directly assist students interested in rural edu-
cation careers. Teachers are still the backbone of any
school system, and the fact that rural schools must
accept teachers without specialized rural training
puts them at a disadvantage they can ill afford. There-
fore, this is the highest-priority alternative.
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2. Expand in-service training (and other pro
fessional development activities) for rural teachers
and administrators. In most rural communities, the
professional growth and development of school per-
sonnel is impeded, first, by the fact that rural distribts
rarely. provide continuing in-service programs and,
second, by the fact that the kinds of external oppor-
tunities for professional development available in
urban areas (e.g., teacher centers and universities).
are notably absent in rural areas. It is unreasonable to
expect teachers and administrators, already
burdened by the heavy work loads characteristic of
rural schools, to do everything on their own time and of
their own initiative. Teachers need time to share ideas
and problems with their counterparts, both within their
own and in other school systems. They also need the
time and resources to develop curricular materials,
take needed courses and keep up with recent ad-
vances in their fields.

State and federal officials often lament the teacher
quality found in rural schools. Yet, far more would be
accomplished by their sponsorship of rura: in-service
training programs than by simply decrying the degree
of competence of rural educators. Once again, where
local colleges are either inaccessible or unresponsive
to this need, multidistrict educational se vice agencies
are a potential source of assistance:

3. Increase the voluntary sharing of teachers,
both among schools in the same district and
between neighboring rural districts. Since most
rural schools neither need nor carr afford full-time
teachers in every subject area, there is great utility in
the notion of sharing teachers (for example, a,music/
art teacher at tie elementary level and an advanced
math/physics teacher at the secondary level) among
rural schools and districts. Some rural districts
already employ this strategy extensively, but most use
it only sparingly or still haven't tried it at all. Sharing
teachers can help overcome the problem of scarce
human resources in sparsely settled areas. Legisla-
tion 'Should be enacted which both creates and pro-
vides an ongoing subsidy for, a system of itinerant
rural teachers.

4. Enact legislation which encourages the
development of a "community faculty" to comple-
ment and extend the regular educational program
in rura; schools. Nearly every rural community has
individuals with special talents or a knowledge of
subjects not found among the regular faculty. For
example, in coal-mining regions, community residents
could (either as volunteers or as "paid part-time em-
ployees) teach labor history to local students. In
black, native American, or hispanic communities,
local citizens could be used to develop a whole cul-
tural heritage program in the schools. Under this pro-
gram, a local cabinetmaker, mechanic, agricultural
extension agent or other skilled resident could share
his area of expertise with focal students. In addition,
retired members of the community and other older
citizens often constitute an invaluable reservoir of
untapped information and human resources which



could be harnessed to advance the education of the development of a community faculty both a feasible
young people in rural areas. jo," idea and a unique opportunity.

By inaugurating such a "community faculty' t Implementing, such a plan requires a modifica-
program, extensive educational and social benefits tion of state teacher certification laws. However, this
can accrue to all rural community members. The does not need to be an arduous undertaking. For ex-
students will have learning experiences not otherWise ample, some states having large Amish populations

_available to them. The school personnet'will receive changed their certification laws to read that a teacher
an infusion of needed moral and programmatic sup- must be "either certified or qualified,' in order to allow
port. And, residents of the community will have the the continuance of the Amish schools. The same
chance both to become an integral part of their chil- principle of equivalent qualifications could effectively
dren's school experience and to feel needed and be employed to allow rural schools to make the best
wanted by people and institutions about which they possible use of the human resources potentially avail-
care deeply. Indeed, the small-scale life style and able to them..
close-knit character of most rural communities makes
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5.
WHERE DO WE GO
FROM HERE?
Delivering Appropriate
Services and Programs
in Rural Schools

For de'cades. there has been an obsession in
America with the organizational and economic aspects
of rural education. \A/F.0e some gains have been
achieved as a result of changes in s.:,hool organization

and finance, they have largely come at the expense of
He actual content of a 'rural education In other
v orris, the persistent focus on reforming the structure
of rural education rneant that serous attention and
resources rarely flowed toward improving the sub-
stanceof the education being provided to rural school
children

The grell debates over consolidation and reor-
ganization raged on t-Frougbout rural America for
decades. In some rural communities, the consolida-
tion advocates eventually won, while in others, the
ant consolidation fo'ces =prevailed Unfortunately, in
most rural comr'nunities. no matter who won the fight
over consolidation. it vas the students who ended up
losing All too often, the net effect of rural structural
reform cyJaS that some students attended deplorable
small schools near their homes while others were
bused long distances to equally deplorable big schools.

Clearly, the time has come for big- and small-
school proponents alike,to put aside their quibbling
about the potential advantages of various school sizes
and organizational configurations and, instead. begin
to concentrate their attention and energies on realizing
whatever potentials rrkly exist in America's rural
schools Form can no longer take precedence over
substance if lasting rural school improvement is the
desired outcome. Therefore, rural school reform ef-
forts that do not accord a position of prominence to
the design and implementation of need:-.3.d substantive
changes cannot be expected to produce significant
benefits for rural schoolchildren.

Thus, the central question facing rural education
today (and probably well into the future) remains,
largely unansweredthat is, what is the nature and

'content of a distinctively rural education? To some,
this question will doubtless seem a bit odd. After all,
young children in any setting must learn essentially
the same set of language and number skills, and older
children must be prepared to dear competently with
the challenges they will face after their elementary

and secondary schooling is completed Assertions
Ike these are correct but incomplete.

For example, it must be remembered that the
cha'.lenges facing rural graduates are not precisely
the same as those facing most urban and suburban
giaduates. In some sections of the country. a far
lower percentage of rural graduates will pursue post-

isecondary education and training opportunities. Many
rural students. by choice or circumstance. will remain
in their own or similar small rural communities and
will have to function effectively within the constraints
of the rural economy. Conversely, a sizable group of
rural graduates wHi usually to find work) migrate to
cities and will have 4o function. effectively in a social
and economic environment quite different frOm the
one in which they were raised. Preparing rural students
who have a real understanding of the options before
them, who have the skills and training to lake advan-
tage of these options, and who have experience and
judgment to choose wisely among a set of such di-
vergent,optronsthese are some of the unique chal-
lenges facing rural schools across the nation.

Often, however. the distinctiveness of a rural
education lies not so much in what skills and informa-
tion must eventually be acquired, but rather in the
manner in which thLs acquisition takes place. Fur
years. rural schools were encouraged land occasion-
ally forced) to give up their traditional style of edu-
cating rural children and to imitate the curricula and
methods of metropolitan schools. Nearly everyone
agreed that rural schools needed a better -curriculum
and better curricular materials. But "better" has too
often meant more like metropolitan schools- instead
of "better" in meeting the educational neeos of rural .1'
children. This is an attitude which must be altered if
rural schools are to make lasting qua tative.improve-
ments. As Tom Gjelten observed:

As long as rural schools emulate an urban model
of education, rely on materials writ-
ten for urban children, and seek to hire the same
kind of teachers as urban schools seek, they
probably will be second-rate. But rural schools
do not need to fashion themselves after urban
schools. They have their own model, with its own



wonderful strengths. What's more, an urban
school curriculum is not appropriate. for the
needs of rural students. coming from small corn,
munities rather than from cities. Rural schoors'
curricula are not fated to to interior. as long as
they take advantage of the rich resources of the
rural community and relate directly to the experi-
ence of rural children.'
The greatest irony here can be found in the fact

that most widely praised "progressive- and -innova-
tive- schools in the cities and suburbs earned these
plaudels by adopting a variety of practicessuch as
individualized instruction-. cross-age grouping, older
students teaching younger students. UsinV6e.corn-
munity as a learning resource. "mainstreaMing' mild-
ly handicappid children, and emphasizing the basicse
which polic7makers and academics have tried to
eIrrninate from rural schools for decades

Clearly. there is a oiessinq need to build a cur
riculurn that reflects and enhances the natural advan-
tages of the rural communities being served. What
general features would such a curriculum include?
Once again. Gjelten rS instuctive. !dating that rural
schools should incorporate

A strong foundation in the teaching of basT; skills
and essential facts
An emphasis on practical skills and learning by
doing
Training in self-directed study and the develop-
ment of initiative
A focus on the local rural community
A commitment to familanzing students with the
outside world , .

An emphasis on tie options available to rural
youths both within. and beyond he local com-
munity

Developing this kind of locally relevant core cur.,
riciilum will go a long way toward enhancing the
quality of rural schools arid toward forging appropriate
and uniquely rural educational opportunities for stu-
dents in sparsely populated areas

Nevertheless it must be recognized and acknow-
ledged that even the best rural schools will have great
difficulty in providing some of the specialized services
which certain of their students may either desire or
require In part. this is a financial problem arising from
the high costs of providing special programs and ser-
vices in distrcts having a tow incidence of students
with sirn*ar special needs. It is also indicative of the
fact that rural schools have some built-in constraints
which prevent them from being all things toall-People

The areas or vocational and special education
illustrate some of the difficulties rural schools face..
Considerable progress has been made in recent years
as far as upgrading rural vocational education is con-
cerned. Today. the majority of America's rural high
school students do have to some type of
vocational education experience. Two basic delivery
systems are common Students in large consolidated.
comprehensive rural high schools generally receive
vocational instruction right in these institutions Stu-

dents in smaller schools seeking vocational training
commute full- or part-time either to a comprehensive
high school or. more often, to a specifically designated
regional vocational educational facility".

Still, access remains a major. problem. In many
remote or isolated rural areas, there are 'children whd
want and could profit from vocational education. for
whom programs are not available. In communities
fortunate enough to two excellent vocational pro-
grams and facilities, sexual. racial and class discrim-
ination in admissions are by no means unknown.
Ironically,. at the other end of the spectrum. rural
communities with substandard vocational programs
and facilities tend to enroll disproportionately high
numbers of poor or minority'group students in the
vocational track.

A more common problem is that rural voc -ed
programs are often severely limited in terms of the
range of available offerings. Frequently, there are only
two or Three existing program areas, and the course
coverage even in these areas tends to be superficial
Thus. while access to "some kind" of vocational edu-
cation exists. it is not necessarily access to the type
or i,vI of training needed.

And finally, it must be remembered that there is
an enormous difference between access in theory
and access in reality. Often, regional vocational cen-
ters will include a very large geographic area in their
official description of their constituency. But the
population they actually serve tends to be a much
smaller group clustered in reasonably close physical
proximity to the regional voc-ed center. For the most
remote rural Students. simply getting to and from
these regional units can be arduous, expensive and
enormously time- consuming. These hardships dis-
courage all but the most tenacious rural students from
completing (or even enrolling in) vocational training
activities. Thus. as a rule, the more rural (i.e.,
geographically isolated) a. student is, the less real
access he or she has to meaningful vocationaleduca-
tion programs.

Special education presents similar problems of
access and quality. In isolated regions. small student
populations with special needs simply cannot economic-
ally justify purchasing the necessary services and
facilities. Even categorical state aid is of little value
when the resource units are indivisible and the aid is
insufficient to purchase an 'entire unit (teacher or
special equipment). Special equipment, gaining and
instruction are needed to work with children with
hearing, visual, neuromuscular. emotional or other
disabilities. Instead. the limited resources of rural
schools are necessarily directed toward the most
common needs. where their effectiveness can be
maximized.

The most widely used model for the delivery of
vocational and technical educational services
regional centers is far less acceptable to parents
seeking special education for their young children_
.The time and distance from home that may be satis-
factory for 'a teenager could present a real hardship
fora young child.
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Most efforts to provide special education in rural
area.:.. have been two-pronged utilizing state and
regiondl consulting teachers and ic-service training
for classroom teachers. In some cases, cooperatives
have been formed to share the costs'of special educa-
tion. Because of their isolation and limited resources.
rural schools have tended to integrate the exceptional
child into the regular classroom wherever possible.
By contrast, exceptional Children and problem children
in both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas have

:for years been put into special classes, regardless of
the cause or degree of their handicap. Recognizing
that the labeling and segregating associated with
special classes are likely to stigmatize the special
child. recent state and federal laws require the student
to be placed in the leas!, restrictive setting Thus, the
"mainstreaming- which rural schools ,have done.
largely of necessity, is now the preferred practice in
many cases And in a practical sense, where there
are sufficient resources to properly train classroom
teachers and offer the special assistance needed.
mainstreaming along with regional support may be
the only way in which isolated schools can meet state
and' federal -education guidelines for serving excep-

.4, tional children

Legislative Alternatives
In order to ensure that rural schools and districts

are able to provide all their students with high quality.
appropriate educational opportunities, the following
legislative alternatives should be carefully considered.'

1.. Revise any state education regulations
and mandates which unnecessarily restrict local
flexibility in the provision of education services. It
is perfectly reasonable and appropriate for state legis-
latures and state education agencies to require that
certain programs be offered and that certain skills be
taught by all schools in the state. However, regula-
tions and mandates which establish not only what
should be taught, but also hoW it must be taught
are counterproductive and a particular hardship on
small rural schools iind districts. Rural schools must

'b allowed (and perhaps actively encouraged) to
develop instructional models. procedures and cir-
ncula which are specifically designed to make maxi-
mum use of their local situation and environment

2. Create an office of rural 'education within
the state education agency. Thus far, only two
states (Oregon and Texas) have created state-level
offices arid programs which pay special attention to
solving the problems and developing the potential of

' their state's rural schools. Experience has shown that
little of direct benefit to rural schools is likely to occur
at the state level without this-kind of formal effort. The
purpose of this rural-oriented office must be to
marshal state resources (human and financial) in
support of locally determined rural school improve-
ment programs. A state office concerned primarily
with enforcing regulations rather than providing
needed assistance is of little value.

3. Enact legislation which provides funds.for
the development of appropriate curricular materials
for rural schools. By and large, the development of
these materials should either be done by. or in close
consultation with, local rural educators and comrnun:
ity leaders. An even better aternative here is to have
the state provide the funds necessary' to allow rural
students to create their own materials. This approach
has been successfully pioneered by the Foxfire
project in rural Georgia and is worthy of consideration
by every state.' In any case, the development of a
high-quality rural studies curricula for thr--_, public
schools should be a top priority.

4. Encourage the sharing of resources
among rural schools and districts. The voluntary
sharing of services, staff and *ideas among rural
schgols and districts has enormous potential for,

solving many of their educational and sparsity-related
problems without consolidation. Legislatures should
provide either direct grants or, other financial incen-
tives which would facilitate the sharing of resources.
the development of rural networks for information
sharing, and the promotion of student and facu,ty
exchange programs Voluntary cooperatives are a
tradition in other areas of rural life. Building upon this
cooperati tradition and extending it to education
(which only a few states have really tried 'yet) has
great potential throughout rural America.

5. Encourage the development and utiliza-
tion. of advanced technologies in the delivery of
rural education services. In a technological society
like ours. this strategy should prove to be both feasible
and popular.

Cable television is one of the most widely ac-
cepted means for suonlementing existing educational
programs and extending additional expertise to
remote locations Every state has some form of audio-
visual facility. For example, a cooperaitive in Umatilla.
Oregon (population 679). developed a television
studio and cable system for 22 schools over two coun-
ties:: In Hensley. Arkansas. 10 specialists give tele-
vision presentations 'regularly to rural schools.' In.
Gadsden. Alabama. seven rural high schools banded
together to offer televised instruction.' In Virginia.
Project DILENOWISCO, a television cooperative, uses
its system to reach isolated preschoolers (mobile
units with educational equipment also circulate
among central locations)

New ways are also being developed to utilize the
telephone. The Western States Small Schools Project
used an amplifier over the phone so that groups of
students or teachers could hear lectures. A school
district in the Colorado Rockies has found an innova-
tive way to use the time spent in transporting students
to and from rural schools. In their school buses. they
installed seven-channel audio tape decks and head-
sets similar to those on airlines and programmed the
channels at various achievement levels.

States should provide both grant money and
technical assistance to small rural school systems.
interested in utilizing instructional technologies to
supplement and expand their programS In addition.



state-supported institutions of ...higher education
should be encouraged to work with rural schools in
developing relevant, software and other materials
which complement the acquisition of educational

ha rdwa re."
6: Encourage Hie creation of regional edu-

catior. service agencies for rural areas. In order to
offer particularly expensive services and facilities and
to facilitate sharing among districts, a new organi-
zational structure has emerged in recent yearsthe
intermediate or regional service center. Supported by
a combination of local (44 percent). state (43 percent),
and federal (13 percent) funds (with wide variations
among states). these units allow small districts to
share services and satisfy .special needs that would
otherwise be too costly '' When control of the opera-
tion is maintained at the district level. it can become

an effective alternative to the consolidation of entire
schools and districts.

However, strict accountability mechanisms for
these regional service agencies mu ::1 not only be
mandatory in the statutes, but rigorously enforced as
well. For while there is a wealth of potential benefits in
strategies linking substate regional units and individ-
ual small shoots and districts, there are both actual
and potential problems inherent in regionalization
which must not be ignored. Foremost among them is
the fact that reorganization done without sensitivity
and imagination could become the, precursor of yet
another round of even larger local units, more cen-
tralized decision-making processes, and less and less
direc-t accountability to rural parents. students and
taxpayers
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Chapter 1

1 This diversity is magnified by the fact that in rural areas,
tradition is highly slued and ones particular ethnic. racial, Occupa-
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cultivated

2 The official U S Census Bureau definition of urban and
rural in 1970 is as follOws

The urban population comprises all persons in (a) places of
2.500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, villages,
boroughs (except Alaska). and towns (except in New England.
New.- Yor). and Wisconsin). but excluding persons living in the
rural portions of extended cities. (b) unincorporated places
of 2.500 inhabitants or more, and (c) other territory, incorpor-
ated or unincorporated. included in urbanized areas An urban-
ized area consists of a central city, or twin cities. with a total of
50.000 inhabitants or more, together with. contiguous closely
settqd territory (urban fringe) Certain incorporated places are
designated at "extended cities': because they have one or
more large portions with relatively low population density
These portions are classified as rural In all definitions, the
population not classified as urban constitutes the rural popu-
lation

:3 As of t975: there were 266 SMSAs In the United Slates In
19/3, these SMSAs had a total population of 152.473.000 For
further information see U S Bureau of the Census. Statistical
Abstract of the U.sited States. 1976 (Washington. DC.US Govern-
ment Printing July 1976). tables 14. 15. 16, 17, 18 and 21
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13 The total enrollment in nonrriCropolitan schools is 15 4
million while the total population of New York City. Los Angeles and
Chicago combined is approximately 13.5 million See Mid, tables 23
and 195 Note As the following table indicates. the rural youth
Population (under 25 years of age) is even greater, totaling over 25
million persons
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workers (seven percent), a figure even higher than that for children
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